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Enrollment
strategies
show results
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BC News
Enrollment management strategies already put into place at the
University are beginning to have
a significant effect on recruitment numbers, according to a
report presented to the Board of
Trustees Friday.
Sallye McKee, assistant to the
provost for K-12 partnerships,
said the University is starting to
pay more attention to the details
of recruiting and retaining quality students.
She explained to the trustees
that the best-case scenario for
rail semester at this point is 3,000
full-time students. The worst
case is 2,870. Last year, the University enrolled 2,874 new fulltime students.
"Certainly we aren't where we
were a year ago," McKee said.
"But there are still some areas of
great concern."
Registrations for the current
spring semester were 366 students fewer than last year, reaching only 17,115 students There
were 387 fewer freshmen, 66
more sophomores, 125 fewer juniors, 164 more seniors, 64 fewer
graduate students and 30 more
students registered at the Firelands campus.
McKee said the enrollment

Warm Weather!

Administration
management team is focusing on
learning what students want and
need, along with attaining the resources to provide them.
One way of showcasing the
University to prospective students, McKee said, was recently
done by way of a special preview
day.
Held on Presidents Day, the
second annual event attracted
about 3,300 students and families
to tour the University.
Students and their families
were encouraged to tour University facilities and get acquainted
with current students and faculty
to help answer any questions
they had.
"This past Monday made you
proud to be at BGSU," McKee
said. "It was also a day that says
•BGSU is the place for you."'
University President Sidney
Ribeau said preliminary results
of the combined enrollment
management strategies have
been positive.
He explained attention to details such as reaching students
early and admitting them into the
University sooner.
"The numbers speak for them-

BC Nrwi Pa«o by Jeremy Mania

The sun cast shadows in Oak Grove Cemetery this weekend. Unseasonably warm weather gave a small taste of spring to Bowling

Green last week, but temperatures are expected to drop back to
near normal this week.

• See TRUSTEES, page three.

Internet 2 may clear academic roadblocks
Universities
attempt to keep
part of internet
research-exclusive
By MAUREEN BARRY
The BC News
A new internet system is being
developed to provide universi-

ties in Ohio access to the internet
without traffic from nonacademic users.
Case Western Reserve University, the University of Cincinnati,
Ohio University and Ohio State
University are the four schools
spearheading the research processes to develop Internet 2, according to Kate Carey-Treyens,
assistant to the director of external relations for the Supercom-

puter Center of Ohio.
"Internet 2 would help researchers because there will be
no commercial traffic," CareyTreyens said.
Steve Gordon, coordinator of
Internet 2, said although the
system is still in its beginning
stages, it will have a lot of possibilities for the future.
All state institutions will have
the opportunity to tap into the
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Man opens fire on
observation deck
of NYC landmark
The Associated Press
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A car driven by BGSU student Maria Hughes hit a car driven by Jeff Mellott of Toledo on Wooster
S reel Friday. Mellott was arrested for failure to maintain an assured clear distance after hit car hit a
c ir driven by Adriene Rickinberg, a University of Toledo student.
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Technology
every other month at SCO in
Columbus to discuss problems
and changes in lines that provide
internet services to state institutions.
According to Moenich, OARNET provides all of the University's internet services.

University faculty are not yet
involved with the Internet 2 process; however, OARNET represents the University's interests
in the process of developing Internet 2, Moenich said.
Internet 2 can provide a separate system with a gateway to the
current internet, or universities
can use two separate systems for
research and commercial uses,
according to Moenich

Seven tourists slain atop
Empire State Building

Accident on Wooster Street
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network, Gordon said.
Once the research is completed, a document will be sent to
state institutions, according to
Gordon.
"Bowling Green might decide
that they have a group of researchers interested," Gordon
said.
Terry Moenich, campus network manager for computer services, said he attends meetings

NEW YORK -- A man opened
fire into a crowd on the observation deck of the Empire State
Building Sunday, killing one person, wounding six others and
sending dozens of panicked tourists running for cover.
The man, who muttered something about Egypt seconds before
he began shooting, later shot
himself in the head but survived.
"I've never seen so much blood
in my life," said Belgian businessman Stef Nys, who said he
saw the man shoot himself and
fall, his dentures popping loose.
"The most scary part was when
people started to panic."
The man began shooting at
about 5:15 p.m. on the 86th floor
observation deck of one of the

world's best-known tourist sites,
authorities said.
Dozens of people - many of
them foreign tourists - fled in
panic toward the stairways and
elevators as the unidentified man
sprayed bullets around the large,
windowed room that opens onto
the observation deck. A 5-monthold baby and a 1 1/2-year-old
child were knocked from their
mother's arms in the panic and
hospitalized. Seven others were
injured.
"I'd been out there about one
minute when I heard what I
thought to be firecrackers," said
David Robinson, a tourist from
England. "Then everyone started
panicking."
Four of the shooting victims
were in critical condition, hospital officials said, while a 44-yearold French man and his 36-yearold wife were in serious condition A 35-year-old New York
City man was also shot, hospital
officials said.
Nys, 36, who said he came to

the landmark building "just to relax myself a little bit," said the
man said something about Egypt
just before he began firing.
Nys said he also heard other
witnesses say the gunman had
been asking tourists if they were
from Egypt.
Jean-Luce Will, 40, his wife,
Catherine, and two sons, 10 and
13, said they had just arrived at
the Empire State Building on the
second day of a trip to New York.
"I heard a loud popping noise,"
Will said. "I thought at first it
was little child playing with
fireworks. There was one shot,
then two or three seconds passed
then three shots, pop, pop, pop."
The Empire State Building Is
one of the most loved and admired tall buildings in the world.
The 102-story skyscraper was
completed in 1929, opened May 1,
1931 and reigned for decades as
the world's tallest until 1972,
when it was overtaken by the
• See SLAIN, page three.
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JASON

Is Jesus a liar, a lunatic, or Lord?
Many moons ago. when I began
a serious spiritual search for the
"truth" (whatever that might be). I
came across a rather peculiar
trilemma addressing the nature of
Jesus' Identity. Before I actually
begin to examine the question of
Jesus' existence and purpose,
allow me to set the stage...
Supposed religious and spiritual
leaders are a dime a dozen.
However, our mundane world Is
contaminated with an Inspirational, insightful teacher. Notably
few other historical figures have so
formidably influenced countless
others like Jesus. Argumentedly.
his ministry has not only successfully established itself over the last
two millenniums, but has additionally surpassed almost every
other spiritual teacher both in his
message's apparent longevity and
original, universal appeal.
It is Interesting to note that the
English word Christ stems from
an older Greek word Christes
which was influenced by the
ancient Hebrew word Messiah
which translates to "the anointed
one." Christ was not his last name;
Christ was a title he was given.
This brings us to the question of
"Who exactly is Jesus?" Undoubtedly, there exists credible and
substantial evidence supporting
the fact that Jesus actually lived,
taught, and was eventually crucified. Indeed, on the issue of his
actual existence, there is a credible
variety of archeologlcal and
credible non-Christian historical
sources that verify he truly lived.
However, an Interesting and
important question has emerged
debating the identity of Jesus.
Allow me to introduce the trilemma
I previously alluded to that biblical
scholars, staunch skeptics,
belligerent believers and I have
pondered. Specifically, that
trilemma addresses who he
actually was: a liar, lunatic or "the

Lord?" Let us examine each of
these areas beginning with "Was
Jesus a liar?"
To naively suggest Jesus was
simply a liar Is actually
underestimating the nature of
his ministry's effects. After all.
not only would he have had to
convince and utterly fool
multitudes of people who
listened to his hillside parables,
he would have also had to
maintained this preposterous lie
consistently. Jesus has also
indirectly influenced countless
human beings through exposure to his teachings and
convinced them to "carry the
cross."
If he was lying, his deceptive
capabilities must have been so
impressive that he was able to
thoroughly transform a group of
lackluster, cowardly individuals
into a collective band of radical,
zealous disciples who were
eventually willing to die for his
ministry.
Additionally. If he consciously
knew he was not what he
claimed to be. namely, the
chosen Son of God. this by very
definition would make Jesus the
epitome of hypocrisy. For he
repeatedly addressed his
growing followers to be truthful
while he himself was living out a
colossal lie. Since innumerable
people have placed their trust.
Indeed, their "eternal salvation"
In him. Jesus must
not only
be a liar and a hypocrite, but
the most malicious demon who
has ever walked upon the
Earth's scarred face.
Truly, beyond being the most
conniving, diabolical liar ever,
ultimately this would make
Jesus unspeakably evil.
However, lying usually is
employed for either evil, malicious, or selfish purposes. But
that does not seem to be the

to be Julius Caesar would
expectantly be either subjected
to psycho-therapy or eventually
locked up.
There Is Just one problem:
Nowhere can one find behavioral abnormalities or personality Imbalances that Invariably
accompany deranged Individuals when examining Jesus. On
the proverbial contrary. Jesus'
reputation for his stately poise
and decorous demeanor Is well
documented. In other words.
Jesus was a composed Individual who taught with Insightful, profound authority and
incredible acuity. His spiritual
perspectives, like those of Chief
Seattle or Mahatmas Ghandi.
have a remarkable clarity of
thought and pertinence. Indeed,
his extraordinary skill and
spiritual grasp only further
support the claim of his mental
stability.
Rationally thinking. 1 cannot
personally conclude that Jesus
was either a liar or a lunaUc.
And if we have reasonably
questioned and investigated the
possibilities of this trilemma
accurately, exactly where does
that leave skeptical and Inquiring us?
The acclaimed author C.S.
Lewis once wrote:
"You can shut Jesus up as a
fool, you can spit at him and kill
him as a demon, or you can fall
at his feet and call him Lord
and God. But let us not come
up with any patronizing nonsense about his being a great
moral teacher. He did not leave
that option open to us. He did
not Intend to."
Jason E. Wolfe, the Monday
columnist for The News, is still
searching for truth He can be
reached aljwolfe2@bgnet.
bgsu.edu or 210 West Hall.
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case with Jesus. His messages
almost entirely dealt with honesty,
forgiveness and compassion
toward both others and oneself.
More to the point, his teachings
are consistently wholesome,
helpful, and spiritually insightful.
This is certainly not the nature of a
liar, not the coveted desire of one.
Though no single Individual's
teachings are a panacea for the
world's ills, his message has
definitely offered a gentler, more
compassionate perspective into our
selfish, malevolent world.
Jesus devoted his life, most
notably the later years of his life,
to spiritual enlightenment and
offering an example of selfless love.
His very life seems to have been
guided by love and it was for this
love which he so strongly believed
in that he would eventually
sacrifice his very life for. It seems
apparent that of all the things
Jesus might have been, a liar he
was not. Pressing on. let us
examine the two remaining areas
of this trilemma.
Perhaps Jesus honestly per celved himself to be the anointed
Son of God but was actually
gravely mistaken. After all. it is
entirely possible for someone to be
quite sincere but ultimately selfdeluded.
However, unlike minor fantasies. Imagining oneself to be the
chosen God-child and eternal
salvation of others depends on
their acceptance of your message
is no light fantasy but the grand
delusions and cognitions of a
certifiable lunatic of the most
intense degree.
People who suffer under false
pretenses of actually believing
themselves to be someone or
something else are usually governed by typical, predictable
behaviors such as those apparent
in schizophrenic-paranoia. A selfdeluded individual who proclaimed
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like lo submit a Letter lo the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
. Make sure the letter Is 500 words or less.
Please incinde row address, major, academk data and phone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
oot for publication).
. Lettrn mint be typed, and not handwritten. Letters brought In saved on a
Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Brine the letter to Room 210 West Hal,
or canal as at bgnews«bgncl.bgsuedu.
Be prepared to show valid Wen tiflcation.
.Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing all setters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
my «nd nl letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer se
mester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters lo
lhe editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

News fails to
display integrity
Question: What Is the best way
to promote a university?
Answer: According lo The News.
the distance to the bars.
On a day when thousands of
prospective students and their
parents from across the region
were on campus. The News cites
the number two reason "Why BG
might be for you" as: "All bars are
within walking distance." While
that statement may be true, It Is
definitely not the most meaningful
rationale for picking an institution
of higher learning.
For the past four years, we have
heard complaints by newspaper
employees that the University
community refuses to accept The
News as a reputable newspaper,
reflecting Journalistic Integrity. A
newspaper of Journalistic Integrity
would never have distributed such
a silly list. Printing the five reasons
which were printed, on a day when
thousands of newspapers would be
read by potential students and
their parents, amounts to possibly
the most irresponsible Journalism
ever exhibited.
If the staff of The News wishes

to be taken seriously, be serious.

Harald Weiss
Senior
Microbiology

these animals on the earth, and
I'm sure he didn't Intend for them to
be used as "science subjects."
And to know that the public and
the government support this
testing through funds is even more
astounding. Maybe each person
should read Wolfe's column and
then they might have a change of
opinion.
This information makes me
want to go out and fight for these
animals' rights. Because If I don't
do it. who will?

The horrors of
animal testing

Kathleen Carter
Freshman
Undecided major

On Monday, February 17.
columnist Jason E. Wolfe wrote
about the cruelty of animal
researchers. This column
literally made me sick. I have
never supported animal testing,
but I also never truly understood what happened to the
animals.
Wolfe offered information
dealing with testing on rabbits,
rats, dogs. cats, monkeys and
other various animals. Only a
person who does not care what
an animal goes through during
testing can do this. God put

Hairless man
not real victim

Jennifer L. Cook
Senior
Applied Microbiology
Jennifer Dickson
Senior
Elementary Education

This letter Is In response to the
student who was asked If he was a
skinhead based on the choice of
his hairstyle.
I don't really understand why he
was upset about the question that
was posed to him.
He does not have to live with
hypothetical questions like that
everyday of his life. It's okay for
him to be a skinhead, but In this
society it is NOT okay to be black.

People have been "whupplng our
asses" for over 400 years. We
are not considered to be human
beings and stereotypical lies
have been systematically used
to brainwash future Rush
Umbaughs and Clarence
Thomases.
Why is he upset? When he
walks Into a store do people ask
themselves If he is going to steal
something Just because of his
hairstyle? Do they follow him
around In stores? Is he Ignored
In the classroom, put down by
professors, laughed at by peers
with hair?
He has nothing to be mad at!
Nothing to fear because of his
hair, nothing to be upset about
except that ignorance continues
to plague our society like
cancer. If he would take the
time to educate and be educated, as we all should, these
frivolous questions could be
used as an opportunity to
enlighten the minds of Individuals who are In darkness.
One question upset him.
Maybe now he can understand
how I feel.
Penda L. Horton
Graduate Student

»,

"Rationally
thinking, I
cannot personally conclude that
Jesus was
either a liar
nor a lunatic."
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China mourns Deng
Leader's ashes will
be scattered at sea
at family's request
The Associated Press
BEIJING - Police blockaded a
cemetery for revolutionary
heroes Sunday, keeping back
hundreds of curious Chinese
while soldiers made final preparations for the nation's farewell
to Deng Xiaoping.
Deng was to be cremated Monday, hours before U.S. Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright arrives in Beijing on the last stop of
a nine-country around-the-world
trek, sources at state-run TV
said.
Eulogies praising Deng's exploits and his economic reforms,
which raised tens of millions of
Chinese from poverty, gushed

Sunday from government television and media.
Soldiers, meanwhile, solemnly
rehearsed, carrying an empty,
see-through bier at the cemetery
for Communist veterans where
Deng is to be cremated in Babaoshan, a neighborhood in western
Beijing.
Police blocked a side road to
the cemetery and kept back
crowds of about 200 people from
its front gate, where a flag flew
at half-staff. At one point, a
stream of about eight black limousines sped out of the cemetery.
Deng died Wednesday at age
92. His family asked that his
ashes be scattered at sea after a
Tuesday memorial attended by
10,000 people. A casket containing Deng's ashes will be covered
by the red Communist flag during the memorial, which marks
the last day of a six-day mourning period.

Although no foreigners have
been invited to the memorial,
Deng's chosen successor. Communist Party Secretary and
President Jiang Zemin, is likely
to welcome Albright's visit as an
opportunity to highlight international recognition for his leadership.
Albright has compressed all
her meetings into one day so she
can leave before the memorial.
No foreigners were invited because Deng, who retired in 1990,
was officially a private citizen
with no higher title than "comrade."
Hong Kong's Sunday Morning
Post said the political infighting
that some expected to sharpen
with Deng's death had begun.
The newspaper said Communist
hard-liners were circulating a
20,000-word criticism of Deng's
policies, in defiance of Jiang's
orders.

AuocUted Pr*ii photo

A group of Chinese children gather to pay homage to Deng Xiaoping, the country's leader who died last
week at the age of 92.

SCIENCE

Researchers clone adult mammal

Around the Nation
Researchers and corporations debate addition
of DHA to formula

cattle, and should make it much
easier to add or modify genes in
livestock, experts said.
It's also scientifically stunning.
Researchers used DNA from the
ewe's udder cells, proving that
mature mammal cells specialized
for something other than reproduction could regenerate an entire animal.
Scientists had thought that was
impossible.
Experts said the same technique might make it possible to
clone humans, but emphasized
that it would be unethical to try.
"There is no clinical reason
why you would do this. Why
would you make another human
being?" said Ian Wilmut, one of
the scientists who cloned the
sheep. "We think it would be
ethically unacceptable and cer-

Scientific landmark
opens other doors
to ethical questions

WASHINGTON - A fat found in breast milk that appears vital
for newborns' brain and eye development is at the center of a
fierce debate: should the government add this nutrient to the nation's infant formulas?
European women already can buy formulas supplemented
with the fatty acid DHA, but no formula sold in this country contains it.
A company that licensed DHA to manufacturer Mead Johnson
contends U.S. companies aren't yet selling his nutrient mainly
because it would increase formula prices by 10 cents a can.
"Unless the public is demanding it, it's difficult to add it to the
product so the mom knows why she's spending another 10
cents," said David Kyle of Martek Biosciences, a Maryland
laboratory that sells DHA culled from microscopic marine algae.
Supporters say premature infants especially need the fat, arguing it would make formula more like mothers' milk. They cite
studies that show breast-fed babies seem slightly smarter than
formula-fed infants, and speculate DHA could help bottle-fed
babies catch up.

The Associated Press

.

NEW YORK - Researchers
have cloned an adult mammal for
the first time, an astonishing scientific landmark that raises the
unsettling possibility of making
copies of people.
Scientists slipped genes from a
6-year-old ewe into unfertilized
eggs and used them to try to
create pregnancies in other
sheep. The result: A lamb named
Dolly, born in July, that is a genetic copy of the ewe.
The feat opens the door to cloning prized farm animals such as

LOCALLY

selves," Ribeau said. "This issue
of enrollment - it's not rocket
science."
McKee said results from campus studies have shown the issues of diversity and community

Wilmut and colleagues at the
Roslin Institute near Edinburgh,
Scotland, and others.
Before the new work, scientists had been able to take tissue
from adult frogs and create
genetically identical tadpoles.
But the tadpoles never developed
fully into frogs.
To do the sheep cloning, scientists took cells from the ewe's
udder tissue and cultivated them
in a lab, using a treatment that
made the cells essentially dormant. They also took unfertilized
sheep eggs and removed the nucleus, the cells' central control
room that contains the genes.
Then they put the udder cells
together with the egg cells and
used an electric current to make
them fuse.

Around Bowling Green

TRUSTEES
Continued from page one.

tainly would not want to be involved in that project."
Carl Feldbaum, president of
the Biotechnology Industry Organization, which represents
about 700 companies and
research centers in the United
States and abroad, agreed.
"I can think of no ethical
reason to apply this technique to
human beings, if in fact it can be
applied," he said Sunday.
"The biotechnology industry
exists to use genetic information
to cure disease and improve
agriculture. We opposed human
cloning when it was a theory.
Now that it may be possible, we
urge that it be prohibited by
law."
A report of the sheep cloning
will be published in Thursday's
issue of the journal Nature by

Room in honor of Janis L. Pallisneed to be researched and rede- from."
ter and the Reading Center in the
fined.
In other action, the Board of College of Education and Allied
"We have to get in and help our
students understand that they Trustees approved a list of can- Professions in honor of Martha
are wanted, they are valued and didates for 1997-98 promotion Gesling Weber.
In addition, $70,900 was allowe want them here," McKee said. and tenure.
cated by the trustees for four
"We have to rethink about how
Also approved was the naming emergency Auxiliary Improvewe define students ~ that's where
our bread and butter will come of Jerome Library Conference ment Projects.

SLAIN

UAA looking for Master Teacher Award nominations
Students can nominate professors for the Undergraduate
Alumni Association's Master Teacher Award.
The award is given annually and nomination forms can be
found in all college offices, residence halls, the Off-Campus Student Center and the Mileti Alumni Center. The last day to return
forms is Friday.

Correction

Continued from page one.
World Trade Center's twin
towers.
The graceful tower in midtown
Manhattan remains one of the
best-known symbols of New York
and is especially popular with the
thousands of foreign tourists

visiting the city each year.
Standing 1,250 feet, the building has been the site for hundreds of scenes in movies like
"King Kong," "An Affair to Remember" and "Sleepless in Seattle." It also is noted for the lighting that bathes its granite sides

roxacAn i vuo\s

in various colors to commemorate the seasons, holidays or sperial events. On Sunday, the lighting was all-white.
Visitors buy a ticket in the
lobby and ride elevators to the
86th-floor deck. They are not
routinely subjected to metal de-

r

to UAO's January Committee Members of the month

Campus Films
Elliot Nicely
Entertainment.... Dana Horn
Games
Jayson Kurfts
Mini-Courses
Son Wynn

tectors or searches of personal
belongings.
Skies were clear and visibility
from the deck was about 10 miles
and temperatures were in the
40s, an afternoon which would attract hundreds of tourists on a
Sunday afternoon.
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In Friday's paper, The News reported that Robert McGeein
was not up for re-election in the City Council this year. In actuality, he didn't file for re-election, but his seat as an at large council representative is up for election.
Chet Marcin's term as an at-large council representative is not
up for election.
The News regrets the error.
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TONIGHT

104 S. Moin

Approximately Acoustic Showcase
for info call 352-5305
Tomorrow night: Open Mic Night

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1996 ORIENTATION LEADERS:
Megan Aycrs
Michelle Dewiu
Sunita Eyunni
Culia Blunt
Justin Smith
Trace Johnson
Shauna Dicker
Mark Yonkcr
Kandace Kocjan
Emily Shay
Amy Black
Monica Merrill
Kyle Dray
Stanley Shay
Kristi Scheiner
Gretchen Strauss
Jen Joyce
Angie Gridley
Amy Fifer
Kevin Hartman
Julie Graul
Came Suickling
Erika Priest
Katie Sprow
Amy Cope
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Susie DonVito
Scott Pachin
Tammy Nicpon
Meredith Long
Aileen Luidhardt
Jennifer Glaser
Kisha Jones
Michclc Quanerman
Jonathan McNcel
Edward Hoynes
Amanda Stengel
Cindy Eldridgc
Lindsay Brooke
Xiomara Eaves
Suzanne Richmond
Tracy Thomson
Krislcn Pengelly
Heather Pestyk
Becky Burdyshaw
Michele Dominick
Amanda Allen
Kcndra Benton
Lynn Eynik
Jessica Rennolds
Greg Badcr
Briana Gerspacher
Jaclyn Kenny

Jennifer Lee
Alcxa Clemans
Chris Winkelman
Sara Hawk
Brent Miller
Stacy Keller
Anita Zuber
Peter Filz
Jordan Duffle
Lisa Maselli
Mary Kay Hatfield
Jamie CanJennifer Hcdrick
Maryann Russell
Sally Taylor
Tracy Boullon
Lesley Nadeau
Cathy Jenzen
Tim Harrison
Lisa Tosenberger
Katharine Wiece
Katie McKeel
Carrie Bores
Julie Hutter
Joan Garst
Cindy Nckl
Amanda Mack

Christina Lamson
Jessica Arqueltc
Christie Chipps
Dianna Dane
Brandon Deagle
Jeffrey Sypek
Angela Bedford
Jessica Sidell
Jason Gardner
Tracy Bonnctt
Jen Plas
Kimbcrly Gcurink
Jocly Noc
Michelle Calvclagc
Jessy Sponsler
Nadene Luidhardt
Amy Harbcrt
Cara Dill
Stephanie Halko
Chasity Sanderson
Julianne Patterson
Kristin Grefralh
Brad Gibbons
Michelle Magoteaux
Laura Grabiec
Wendy VanderWall

Open Forum
for
Director of Recreational Sports Candidate
Dr. M. Glenn Hanley
Middle Tennessee State University
Monday, February 24,1997
1:30-2:30 p.m.
Perry Field House Conference Room
All Recreational Sports participants welcome!
'
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TV, film's best honored by SAG

Chi Omega
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Secretary: Sarah Namestnik
Treasurer: Mendith Stitak
NMPC; Katie Kozub
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Guild presents
awards to casts
of ER, Seinfeld

XQ

The Associated Press
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The Sisters Of Pi Beta Phi
Would Like To Welcome Our
1997 Spring Pledges
Shawna Dunn

Haley Banaszek
Melissa Baranecky
Amber Carpenter
Kelly Carter
Jan Dempsey

Natalie llallnecz

RrLsla Kennedy
Cara Paulette

Becky Pilgrim
Carl Steward

great scores...

GRE
great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.

ENTERTAINMENT

XL2

Introduces their If 97
Spring New Members

XQ
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LOS ANGELES - The cast of
"Seinfeld" was named best ensemble In a TV comedy Saturday
and the show's Julia LouisDreyfus won a best actress honor
as the Screen Actors Guild saluted the best of television and
film.
"My name is Jerry Seinfeld
and I am a bad actor," the show's
namesake said in accepting the
ensemble award, as his castmates laughed behind him.
"But I think I have proven convincingly that you can do very
well in our business if you are
smart enough to surround yourself with these spectacular talents that I have here beside me."
In film, Geoffrey Rush of
"Shine" and Frances McDormand of "Fargo" won best actor
and best actress, respectively,
for their roles in the two independent movies.
'Two of my goals as an actor
are to confound expectations and
to gain the respect of my peers,"
McDonnand said. "And if that's
what you're telling me tonight.

t

thank you very much, I'm very
grateful."
Rush, who portrayed eccentric
pianist David Helfgott, said he
felt as If someone was about to
wake him from a dream: "To all
of you guys, to be in your company, I can't quite express what
that means."
The third annual SAG awards
were determined by a vote of the
guild's 86,000 members In five
film categories and eight TV categories. Along with the Golden
Globes, they are closely watched
for hints of who might win Academy Awards on March 24.
"The English Patient," nominated by the guild in four film
categories, didn't win any.
"Seinfeld" led the television
field heading into the show but
co-stars Michael Richards and
Jason Alexander lost the best
actor in a TV comedy award to
John Lithgow of "3rd Rock from
the Sun"
As he accepted, Lithgow saluted Richards, calling him "one
of the funniest men on television
whom I am shamelessly imitating about SO percent of the time
an '3rd Rock From the Sun.'"
Anthony Edwards accepted the
award for outstanding cast in a
drama series on behalf of "ER"
actors.
Dennis Franz of "NYPD Blue"
took home the best actor award

CORD *%>

K.ipl.in helps you locus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so you can get a
higher score.

« "TOAST"
Feb. 28

—

II

to be held at Olscamp Hall |
Limited Tickets-Buy Early-Must bs 21
2
Tickets now on sale
at Trotters
$5 advance—$7 door

1-800-KAP-TEST

WERH
106.5 BUZZ-Lots 'O Prizes

get a higher score

KAPLAN

Associated Pint phot*

jerry Seinfeld, on stage with "Seinfield" cast members to accept the
Best Comcdic Ensemble award, gets a hug from Jason Alexander.
in the TV drama category.
"This gets a little overwhelming and I thank you so very, very
much," Franz said, calling it "a
blessing" to work with fellow
cast member Jimmy Smits, who
was also nominated in the category.
Gillian Anderson was named
best actress in a drama for her
role on "The X-Files."
"We have been blessed with
the most creative, hardworking

... collection of human beings
anyone could dream of having on
their team," Anderson said. "And
this is for all of you. Thank you."
On the movie side, Cuba Gooding Jr. won a best supporting
actor award for his role in "Jerry
Maguire" and Lauren Bacall for
her supporting performance in
"The Mirror Has Two Faces."
The actors from "The Birdcage"
won the best film cast award.
• See ACTORS, page five.

Are you interested
in seeing more sales on
campus? Do you have any
ideas for what could be sold? Then
join the Campus Sales
Committee for UAO.
We meet Monday
nights at 7 p.m. in
the UAO workroom-.
3rd floor Union.
Questions? Call 2-2343.

Career Services

Your (g^^ To Career Opportunities
On-Campus Recruiting Calendar & Job Listings
Q»*j March 10,1997
Computer Sciences Corporation
Programmers/ Tech Analysis/ Technical
Administration (7069-01 -1)
NFO Research, Inc.
Operations Project Director
(7069-02 I)
Owens Corning
Customer Service Rep. (7069-03-1)
C.W. Costello & Assoc.
Consultant (7069-04-1)
Quest IV, Inc.
Computer Programmer (7069-05-1)
Central Transport. Inc.
Management Trainee (7069-06-1)
Stopol.lnc.
Sales Representative (7069-07-1)
if^a. March II. 1997
State of Ohio. Office of Auditors
Assistant Auditor (7070-01 -1)
Finneytown Local Schools
Teachers (7070-02-1)
Calico Exchange
Materials Planner (7070-03-1)
Alpha Tube Corporation
Sales Trainee (7070-04-1)
Berea City Schools

Teachers (7070-05-1)

Roadway Express, Inc.
Management Trainee/ Dock Supervisor
(7070-06-1)
Xenia City Schools
Teachers (7070-07-1)
:.V-* March 12.1997
Carter Wallace, Inc.
Medical Sales Representative (70714)1-1)
Bracksvilk-Broadview Heights City
Teachers (7071-02-1)
BDM International. Inc.
Information Technologist (70714)3-1)
Harley-Davidson, Inc.
Associate Purchasing Engineer (70714)4-1)
March 13,1997
Aerotek, Inc.
Recruiter/ Sales Representative (70724)1-1)
Creative Solutions, Inc.
Entry Level Programmer (70724)2-1)
Libbey-Owens-Ford Co.
Two positions/ Sales Rep &
Operations Manager (70724)3-1)
March 14,1997
Parker Hannifin Corporation/ II.
Buyer/ Cylinder Division (70734)1-1)
Ohio Casually Insurance Group
Programmer Trainee (70734)2-1)

Pulte Home Corporation
Sales & Construction (7073-03-1)
*»<-» March 18.1997
Curbed Plastics
Territory Manager (70774)1-1)
March 19.1997
Deitrich Industries. In,. PA
Production Management Trainee (70784) I -1)
Marketing Management Trainee (70784)1-1)
Agility. Inc.
Associate information System Consultant
(70784)2-1)
Amcast Automotive
Buyer (70784)3-1)
.

BCSL Job Listings
This is an example of the types of positions
currently available for review at the Center for Career
Resources located in 300 Saddlemirc Student Services
Building. Apply directly by sending resumes & cover
letters lo the following contact people:
Health/ Wellrtess Professional
Sue Wolnng
American Institute For Preventive Medicine
1000 Chrysler Dnve
Jeep Wellness Program
Toledo. OH 43667
(419)470-6709

Field Service Engineer
Department F362
United Mcgill Corporation
One Mission Park
Oroveport. OH 43125
(614)836-9931
Webmaster
Intcmedia 3. Incorporated
PO Box 92
Delphos. OH 45833
(419)692-8211
Legal Researcher
Lrp Publications
747 Drcshcr Road
PO Box 960
Horsham, PA 19044
(419)7844)860
Housing Coordinator
Mr. Jack Fancy. Director, Housing Services
Youngstown State University
One University Plaza
Youngstown. OH 44555
Multi-Handicaps Elementary Teacher
Steve Mone
Urbana City Schools
711 Wood Street
Urbana South Elementary
Urbana. OH 43078
(513)652-2141

For information on these and hundreds more jobs, come to 360 Saddlemire Student Services Building
or visit out homepage at http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/careers/index.html
If you have entered a valid number the system will play the message tint have selected t name of organization, If thi\ h rarmrf, press
the pound (fI key to continue or the star I*) key to choose another organization.
Interview sign-ups for the recruiting period March 10 through March 19.1997 will begin with Pre-Selection Interview Sign-up on Monday.

The system will now venfy thai you meet the requirements, as specified by the employer If you meet the requirement*, you may
proceed Otherwise, the system will play a message which explains why you arc unable to signup with the employer Should you wish

February 24.1997. at 5 pm and continue through Tuesday. March 4.1997 at 4 p.m Students who have received leners of inviunon for PreSelection Interviews have until Tuesday, March 4 it 4 p.m lo select their reserved interview time Beginning al Sp m on Monday. February

to be considered by (he employer, add your name to the Waiting List and submit a copy of your resume to the Recruiter Mailbox located
in the Sign Up Room at 3oG Saddlemire Student Services Building.

24.1997. any registered student and alumnus may access the stgn-up system (or General Signups for all open schedules listed Most PreSelection Interview Schedules will default to open schedules on Tuesday. March 4 it 5 p.m. All interview schedules remain on-line until two
days prior lo the organization's visit. A message not avatlabtt for ngnupi indicates that the schedule is off-line. In this instance, please call

5

Once you have selected a lime, then you may press the pound (#i key to accept the lime, or press the star (•) key. the system will play
the message An interview has been reserved for you at tlimel Press the star I* I key lo sihedule an interview with another organization
or the pound I #I key lo return to start

\( ( I SSIN<; llll IT
I

Dial 372-9899 (You must be registered with Resume Expert Plus.)

You will hear If you wish to schedule an appointment wiih a wining employer, press ike I key. If you would like to hear Placement News.
press the 2 key. Press the S key if you have been preselected by an employer. Press the 4 key to access the Alumni VIP Service latso
available for current students! Press the 5 key to hear your confirmed appointments Press the star ft key to quit.
2.

Press I to schedule an interview or press 3 when you have been preselected by an employer

3.

Enter your Idennficatron number This is the number you used on your Resume Expert Plus disk, and will be eiiher your social security
number or BGSU Personal Identification Number

4

Enter the seven-digit schedule number for the employer with whom you would like lo interview (this number is indicated on the Campus
Recruiting Calendar, to the left of the position title)

Press the I key for a morning interview, press the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or press the 3 key for the nc»t available lime (Press
either 1.2.or J.)

the office directly at 372-2356 to schedule an interview appointment.

6

Repeat steps 4 & 5 to schedule additional interviews

7

Bring a copy of your resume on high quality resume paper within 48 hours lo the Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career StrvtCts'
reception area. 360 Saddlemire Student Services Building Place resume on the lop shelf of the employer's mailbox Please lake any
available recruiting literature which was forwarded by the organization and review the employer'* Hie in the Center lor Career
Resources (300 Saddlemire Student Services Building) prior to your interview Failure to submit your resume within 48 hours may
result in your removal from the interview schedule without notification

Please tt if saber' If you are unable for any reason to sign-up for an interview, you will be asked whether you wish to add your name lo the
Wailing Liu Students are strongly encouraged lo gel on Waiting Lists. Should the employer send another recruiter or modify the position
requirements (i.e. lower GPA requirements), you will be notified directly for an interview. You must also submit a resume for every Wailing
List
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ACTORS

NATION

Continued from page four.

Alan Rickman won a best actor
award in a TV movie or miniseries for "Rasputin." Kathy
Bates was named best actress in
a TV movie or mlnlseries for
"The Late Shift," about the latenight television wars.
Bates dedicated her award to
Helen Gorman Kushnick, who
managed Jay Leno's rise from
small-time comic to host of "The
Tonight Show" but was fired as
executive producer four months
after Leno replaced Johnny Carson.
Actress Angela Lansbury won
a SAG lifetime achievement award for her longtime involvement with charities.

'Empire' at
box office top
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - "The Empire
Strikes Back" hit gold at the box
office with an estimated $22.35
million in ticket sales for the
biggest February opening ever,
according to Industry estimates
Sunday.
The sequel's big brother, "Star
Wars," saw Its ticket sales drop
49 percent but still grossed $11
million, for a total of nearly $116
million in only four weeks of rerelease.

Whitewater counsel resolves , 3&
aide's death was not murder j
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - Whitewater
independent counsel Kenneth
Starr has concluded that presidential aide Vlnce Foster was not
murdered and there was no
cover-up in his death, the Los
Angeles Times reported Sunday.
Starr's recently completed report Is the third investigation of
Foster's death from a gunshot
wound 31/2 years ago.
"It is accurate and fulsome,
and I believe it will be released
shortly," an unidentified source
told the paper.
"It puts the lie to that bunch of
nuts out there spinning conspiracy theories and talking about
murder and cover-ups," said the
source, whose affiliation was not
disclosed In the story.
A coroner and Starr's
predecessor as independent
counsel, Robert B. Fiske Jr., both
declared Foster's death was a
suicide, but right-wing groups
have insisted President Clinton
and first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton were involved In a coverup.
The Times didn't say if Starr's
report would make a finding

School in Malibu and the new
School of Public Policy at the
Pepperdine campus.
He reversed himself Friday,
saying he would stay on the investigation rather than moving to
the school by Aug. 1.
Before his reversal, reports
surfaced that Richard Mellon
Scaife, a longtime member of the
Pepperdine Board of Regents,
had donated $1.1 million to start
the School of Public Policy.
Scaife has financed conservative
groups that have focused on
Whitewater issues.
Starr said he was unaware the
Scaife Foundation had provided
money for the school, and said
Vince Foster
conservative groups have been
sharply critical of his Inbeyond saying Foster's death was vestigation.
not murder.
On Sunday, White House
spokeswoman Mary Ellen Glynn
declined to comment on the
Times report.
Starr has not indicated when he
might release the report.
■ffl pulled Irom Hie world you otKO
Last week, Starr shocked
■ ison loot «■;''• i
Washington by announcing that
he was leaving his post as TRtAT Df r>RB SS/O/V
Whitewater prosecutor to head
the Pepperdine University Law
http://vvvAv.save.org

don t believe
everything
you feel,

PREFERRED

For more information, please call
Shannon Overmyer
(419) 350-7474
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VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

THE BGSU RECYCLING PROGRAM SALUTES
THE RECYCLING GREEKS OF THE WEEK

GET YOUR APARTMENT
BEFORE TIME RUNS OUT
Now Leasing for Fall '97
Call Today!

Best sorority

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Best fraternity

352-9378

9{g iv Leasing

ZETA BETA TAU

Fox Run-Haven Hou«e Manor
Piedmont-Birchwood Race*Mini MaB
" Small Buildings Frontier Housing-Houses
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
(index* heated «*Hmmin8 poof. MUM. Hy**SM WNrtpod. comptrt*
»wrol»»eQ^pmwtcompl«l»loeK»rfocCTand«liOM^a^lllae)

Free Phone
So why pay to use i public phone when you can geta cellular phone for free from AirTouch
Cellular. Hurry in today to your nearest AirTouch Cellular Sain k Service Center.

2 Bedroom furnishedandunfurnished
'May and August 1997

Together we're making a difference!

Gat your house
Involved!

lor2 Bedroom summer only
limited.avadaBCe

BGSU Recycling
Program

372-8909

PROPERTIES

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

1-800-COLLECT

®

Proudly Sponsors Intramural Sports At

Bowling Green State University
1-800-COLLECT

®

SPORTS:

ENTRIES DUE:

PLAY BEGINS:

Volleyball (men, women, co-rec)

March 5, by 4:00 pm

March 10

Soccer (men, women)

March 12, by 4:00 pm

March 17

Golf Scramble

April 23, by 4:00 pm

April 25

c^ceiK.^

Stop by the IM/Rec dept. and receive
$9 in FREE 1-800-COLLECT calls

1 -800-COLLECT

See Your
Intramural
Recreational

SIGN UP TODAY
••■....-

NIRSA Endorsed

Department

j^

p^

||Pg

g^y

®

,( gg^g
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Sports

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

BG pulls away, reaches 20 wins
Daniels keys
late BG run

Reid knocks out Toledo
with key play off bench

m

-

By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

The team of destiny now has
some numbers to back itself up.
Antonio Daniels scored 22
points as Bowling Green racked
up its fifth consecutive win over
Toledo, 92-79, before another sellout crowd of 4,955 Saturday at
Anderson Arena.
At 20-7 on the season, BG has
reached the 20-victory plateau
for the first time in 14 years and
only the third time since 1949.
The 1984 team that won 20 games
was also the last Falcon squad to
claim a MAC title.
"tit's] a great milestone of this
program," BG coach Jim Larranaga said. "It was one of our goals
coming into the year."
The victory, combined with
Ohio's victory over Central Michigan Saturday, sets up a critical
game Wednesday as the Falcons
visit the Bobcats. A victory
would virtually assure BG an
outright regular season title, but
a hard-charging Ohio team could
set itself up for a share of the title with a win.
Daniels provided the Falcons
their fifth straight win over their
Northwest Ohio rivals by stepping up his game in the final 10
minutes. Toledo never led the
game, but was within one point at
the second half's midway point.
BG cranked out a 10-2 run - of
which Daniels had five points as the Falcons slowly pulled
away.
"They are a veteran team and
it came down to winning time and
they stepped it up a little," said
Toledo guard Chad Kamstra.
"Everybody in the whole gym
knew that it was [Daniels'] time
to take over."

A sign of a great team may not
be the wins or losses, nor its position in the conference, but the
quality of a supporting cast of
players down the stretch run.
At Saturday's game in Anderson Arena, as Toledo keyed on
Antonio Daniels, it was Tony
Reid who stepped up his game to
help the Falcons remain at the
front of the race for the MidAmerican Conference title.
Reid, a back-up forward, reigned over the glass, created turnovers and made some big baskets,
keeping Bowling Green atop the
MAC.
He grabbed five offensive and
three defensive rebounds, giving
Bowling Green easy second shots
that buried the Rockets. In the
first half. Toledo was held to one
offensive rebound, while Reid
grabbed two, staking Bowling
Green to a big seven-point advantage.
Casey Shaw, Toledo's mammoth center, was held in check
by Reid and the Falcons at the
defensive end. Holding Shaw to
only two offensive boards and
seven total for the Rockets, Reid
and the Falcons limited Toledo to
few second shots.
Posting in the paint by the
boards is something new for Reid
and it is working well.
"In one of our offenses, he goes
down to the low post area and we
put him in the rebound position,"
coach Jim Larranaga said.
Only Anthony Stacey had more
boards than Reid, but most of
those were at the defensive end.
"I was just running the floor
and I got the ball a couple of
times and went up strong getting
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BG's Antonio Daniels drives past Toledo's Robert Ki/er. Daniels led the Falcons with 22 points.
The Falcons received 15 points
each from Anthony Stacey and
DeMar Moore and 14 points from
Tony Reid. Reid and Moore came
up with key buckets throughout,
including perhaps the game's
clinching bucket at the 7:35 mark
when Reid drained a trey off an
assist from Daniels.

After a Rocket turnover Toledo had 24 giveaways on the
night - Daniels brought home an
alley-oop pass from Reid for a
68-59 lead. Daniels then drained a
trey of his own at the 7:02 mark
for a 71-60 BG lead.

than seven the rest of the way.
"When I saw us struggling ... I
just really started looking for my
shot more and pushing the ball up
the court more," Daniels said.
Kamstra had a career-high 26

Toledo would get no closer

• See TWENTY, page eight.

a few boards," the modest Reid
said. "In the past we've been getting beat up on the boards, but
today I was going up to the
boards and following shots."
As Toledo closed the BG lead to
one point midway through the
second half, it was Reid that
helped spark the pressure defense that disrupted the Rockets
game plan.
This momentum swing proved
to be the difference and the Falcons pulled away with their run
"n" gun transition game.
At one point, BG lead 63-59 and
the Rockets seemed to be closing
in. Then, Reid hit a wide-open
3-pointer to break the game open
and plckpocketed one of the
Rockets for one of his two steals
in the game.
Taking the steal, Reid brought
it down the court and alley-ooped
it to Antonio Daniels, giving the
Falcons a comfortable lead.
"Tony does a great job of defense, harassing the dribbler and
his athletic ability inside does a
great job on the offensive glass,"
Daniels said.
Ending up with 14 points, Reid
showed everyone that along with
his defensive presence, he can
shoot the ball too. Eleven of his
points came in the second half
when BG pulled away.
With wide open looks to the
basketball, Reid converted
S-of-8, making the Rockets guard
him and freeing up Daniels for
more 1-on-l opportunities.
"I thought [DeMar Moore and
Reid] had great games, both of
them, because they do so many
things defensively. When they
add scoring to their output, it's a
real bonus," Larranaga said.
"What it means is that we'll score
above our average."

Track teams fall short at MAC meet

Three win titles for women Men get shut out, take sixth
By BRETT THOMPSON
The BC News
Three individual champions
and an impressive performance
In the field events highlighted
the MAC Championships for the
Bowling Green women's track
team.
Jessica LaFene, Jodi Rafferty
and Nikki Sturzinger all brought
home Individual championships
for the Falcons, but it wasn't
quite enough. Despite their
efforts, BG fell short of their
team goal of winning the meet.
Eastern Michigan easily outdistanced the rest of the field by
piling up 138 points. Kent finished second with 108 points, followed by Ball State and Western
Michigan. BG ended up in fifth
place with 60 points, missing
fourth by Just four points.

LaFene cruised to victory in
the 3000-meter run with an outstanding time of 9 minutes, 51.08
seconds. In just
her sophomore
season, LaFene
has now established herself
as one of the
top distance
runners in the
MAC in both
track and cross
country LaFene
LaFene was the
MAC runner-up in the cross
country championships.
According to BG coach Steve
Price, LaFene was confident that
she was going to win a championship.
"Jess placed only 13th in the
mile earlier in the meet and then
came back strong in the 3000,"

Price said. "Jess had told me before the meet that she was going
to win the 3000 and she went out
and did just that."
Another strong performance
was given by senior Nikki Sturzinger. Sturzinger beat some
fierce competition in the shot put
with an NCAA provisional qualifying throw of 47 feet, 9.25 inches to win the championship.
Sturzinger avenged two defeats
earlier in the year to Kent State's
throwing crew in an impressive
fashion, winning by over two
feet.
"Nikki knew that before the
season was over she would beat
all of the Kent throwers," Price
said. "She not only did that, but
she gave herself a chance to go to
the NCAA's with her throw."
Perhaps the best event for the
• See WOMEN, page eight.

By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BC News
In order to accomplish goals,
two variables exist. One of those
variables is the execution and
performance of yourself and
your team. The other variable,
which no one has control over, is
how your competitors do.
In the men's Mid-American
Conference Championships last
weekend, Bowling Green placed
a disappointing sixth out of nine
teams.
Eastern Michigan won the
meet easily with 169 points.
Places second through fifth went
to Kent, Toledo, Central Michigan and Western Michigan, respectively. Akron, Ohio and Ball
State finished up the meet in seventh through ninth
Bowling Green feels, however,
that a higher place was within

Women's Basketball

Greenbriar, Inc.

their grasp.
"By looking at the results we
should have been fourth," coach
Sid Sink said.
This meet was quite different
than prior MAC meets, due to an
outstanding field of national athletes and strong teams. BG had
no bearing on some of the incredible performances by Eastern
and Kent.
"This meet was very impressive and one of the best meets I've seen in a while," Sink said.
"The MAC meet has indications
in a lot of areas that it could easily compete with the Big Ten
Conference."
The Falcons did very well, but
the score does not reflect it. Consider this: Five school records
were broken, as well as numerous personal records, yet BG
still didn't have any MAC champions.

3 large bedrooms,
air conditioning, dish
washers, microwaves,
and fireplaces
BATTl€ OF TH€ BOBCATS
BG vs. OU
Anderson Arena- 7:00 p.m.
Free Admlsson with BGSU ID

I

I

Next to Columbia Courts
224 E.-Wooster

352-0717

m

• See MEN, page eight.

Dancing
0' The Green

St. Patrick's Day Ball
Saturday, March 15, 1997

NEW BUILDINGS
FOR 1997

451 Frazee Avenue

"We are a better team than
that, because it is hard to say we
had a bad meet. A lot of people
did well," Sink said.
Depth was a major problem for
Bowling Green and that is what
kept them from placing in the top
five. Only nine of BG's 22 athletes scored.
BG Is a young team. Many of
the runners and field-event personnel are improving, but are not
at the point where they are going
to score on a consistent basis.
For example, in the 1600-meter
run, all three Falcons had personal bests, but were not able to
come up with any points.
"Good people competed at
their best, but they are just not
there yet," Sink said. "We have
individuals leading in the right
direction, but there is a long way.'

I .rnhurt Grand Ballroom
University Union
Bowling Green Slate University
8 pm-12 midnight
$20 per person
Enjoy Irish atmosphere,
culture and folkways
*

Dance to the
Johnny Knorr Orchestra
•:• Eat Irish Edibles

For more information contact:
Continuing Education, International
A Summer Programs at 419/3724181
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Inspired Falcons take Toledo to the limit
Puthoff s 32 points can't
overcome MAC leaders
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News

TOLEDO -- Toledo coach Mark
Ehlen said he was ecstatic with
the win. Bowling Green coach
Jaci Clark said she was happy
with how her team played. Almost 5,000 fans simply said
thanks for a great game.
In an epic battle with archrival
Toledo, the Falcons came up on
the short end, seeing their sixgame winning streak come to a
halt with a 94-89 defeat.
Toledo, the class of the MidAmerican Conference at 14-2
(22-3 overall), looked to have the
game well under wraps by the
time the halftime buzzer sounded. The Rockets were dominating
the boards and Bowling Green
(13-11,10-6 MAC) had no cure for
the stellar play of Toledo guard
Kim Knuth.
Knuth, a strong contender for
I MAC Player of the Year, was unstoppable on her way to 20 firsthalf points, sinking 8-of-10 from
| the floor.
Many of her points came down
I low, as the S'10" sophomore used
I her height advantage to post up
I and get second-chance points.
I She would finish with a game| high 34 on 13-of-17 shooting.
But the key shots came from an
| unexpected source.
Ehlen had an ace in the hole,
I and he pulled it out in the last
minutes of the first half. Freshman point guard Adriane Bryant
hit two deadly 3-pointers in the
last two minutes of the period.

Her second came at the buzzer,
right after Jenifer Gafford had
gone coast to coast for Bowling
Green, and gave Toledo a 47-35
halftime edge.
The Rockets held a 24-13 margin on the rebounds at the break
and were shooting at a 56 percent
clip. They looked infallible.
Bowling Green didn't see it
that way, however. The Falcons
scored five quick points coming
out of the locker room, closing
the gap to seven. Then Sara
Puthof f went thermal.
The junior guard scored the
next 14 points for Bowling
Green, including back-to-back
treys. By the time she was finished a little over five minutes
later, the Falcons were back to
within three points at 57-54.
Puthoff finished the game with
a career-high 32 points, only
three away from the school record. Twenty-eight of her markers came in the second period.
A Jaymee Wappes 3-pointer off
a give-and-go from junior Charlotta Jones would tie the game at
59. Wappes, in Clark's words,
"played her little heart out."
The freshman point guard dished out a career-high 10 assists,
tops on the team this season, to
go along with 10 points. She was
also the key defender in a set that
had the Falcon point guard chasing down the ball the whole
game.
"She played great," Clark said.
"She played outstanding. When
you see somebody that's playing
so hard like that, you're not going

Stellar play abundant
for both Rockets, BG
ByVINCEGUERRIERI
The BC News

points, 20 of them coming in the
first half.
Another brilliant second-half
TOLEDO - Great games beget performance came from Rocket
great performances. The wom- senior Angela Drake. In her final
en's game against Toledo, al- game at Savage Hall, Drake
though it ended with a Falcon scored 13 points in the second
defeat, proved to be no exception half, including two key jumpers
to the rule.
down the stretch.
When Toledo's Adriane Bryant
Drake's performance is made
made a 3-pointer at the end of the even more impressive with the
first half to put the Rockets up knowledge that, just 24 hours be47-35, everybody thought the forethe game, she was weakened
game was over.
from illness to the point where
Everybody but the Falcons.
she couldn't talk, according to
BG came out of the locker Rocket coach Mark Ehlen.
room and scored 54 points in the
"She's a gutty kid," Ehlen said.
second half. They were led by "I really didn't think yesterday at
junior Sara Puthoff, who, after this time she'd play."
being held to four points in the
Drake's clutch performance
first half, came on to score 28 also drew praise from Falcon
points in the second half, includ- coach Jaci Clark.
ing four 3-pointers.
"Angela's a great player,"
"I was struggling pretty bad in Clark said. "She did a great job
the first half," Puthoff said. "I stepping up."
knew I had to come out in the
The game was filled with
second half."
players giving great performToledo sophomore Kim Knuth, ances. Freshman Jaymee Wapwho guarded Puthoff, had noth- pes scored 10 points and led the
ing but praise for her counter- Falcons with 10 assists.
part's performance.
"She did it for us both defen"She's a great 3-point shooter, sively and offensively," Clark
and she's got a quick release," said. "She played her little heart
Knuth said. "You give her any out."
time at all and she'll put the ball
But down the stretch, it was
Falcon center Michelle Terry lofts a shot over Toledo's Kim D'Angelo in the hole, and that's exactly Toledo that pulled away, paced
what
she
did."
in Bowling Green's 94-89 loss Saturday at Savage Hall.
by key shots from seniors Drake,
The battle between Puthoff and Mimi Olson and Kim D'Angelo.
to give up."
senior forward, Angela Drake. Knuth, a contender for the Mid- But Clark is buoyed by the perThe Falcons didn't give up, but The two-time MAC Player of the American Conference Player of formance of her team.
neither did the Rockets.
"[Toledo] hit a couple big
Year runner-up shuttled between the Year award, was an epic one.
Puthoffs 32 points were a career shots, but we made them hit
Toledo answered Wappes'
• See EPIC, page eight. high, while Knuth scored 34 those shots," Clark said.
three by turning to their stalwart

Depleted Falcons can't muster win
\OSU game marred by several scuffles BG can't hang on
for
victory
at
Miami
£
By BLAKE PARKINS
{The BC News

HOCKEY

COLUMBUS - The Falcons
I battled the Buckeyes of Ohio
[state to a 3-3 tie in a spirited
[contest at the Ohio State Ice Rink
| Saturday.
Maybe it was the fervored play
| of a point-hungry Buckeye team
| or the smaller confines of the Ice
I Rink that contributed to the
I heated scuffles around the nets.
The animosity between the two
I teams was evident from the
| opening face-off when Curtis Fry
[exchanged jousts with OSU's
I Barry Schutte before the puck
I had even dropped.
"I think there's a little bit of a
I rivalry brewing here," said
I coach Buddy Powers. "I want
I guys to be into the game and
I right from the first face-off, guys
| were getting into it"
Despite being depleted of
I many key players, including Ke[lly Perrault, Dave Faulkner and
Adam Edinger, the Falcons competed admirably to fend off a
I late-game surge by the Buckeyes
I in overtime.
"I'm real proud with the
I effort," Powers said. "The way
| we hung in there and battled, I'm

real happy with that."
The Falcon woes were compounded by the loss of senior cocaptain Curtis Fry midway
through the second stanza. Fry
was hit in the left knee by a
Buckeye away from the puck following the stoppage of play.
Fry was helped off the ice and
later grimaced through another
shift before leaving the game.
The Falcons countered Ohio
State's first goal at the 16:03
mark with a man advantage. Fry
took the pass from Mike Johnson
and Brett Punchard and looked
off Buckeye goalie Ray Aho with
a wrister from the point.
Johnson and Punchard would
also mark up goals of their own
in the second period to give BG a
3-2 lead going into the second
intermission. Senior defenseman
Todd Kelman also helped on
Punchard's breakaway goal.
Ohio State's Chris Feil gave the
Buckeyes life late in the game
putting in his second goal of the
game on the power play with less
than four minutes to play in regulation.

The defining moment for the
Falcons may have come in the
second period when the officials
called back a would-be goal by
Dan Price. The goal would have
been Price's third of the weekend, and could have scaled a victory for the Falcons.
Price felt that the puck did indeed cross the line, but the team
did not fold under the disappointment.
"It was a hard physical game,"
Price said. "With those guys out
of our lineup [Perrault, Faulkner,
Edinger, Fry], we have to go
harder and be mentally tougher."
The intensity built in the overtime period as virtually every
shot-on-goal resulted in a scrum.
The contempt reached the pinnacle in the final seconds of the
game as Falcon winger Brad
Holzinger was speared behind
the play by a Buckeye, leaving
him agonized near the blue line
for the remainder of the game.
The teams continued to
exchange words as they prepared for the traditional postgame handshake. Several players
felt that retribution was necessary for their injured comrade,
as BG's Brad Newman and B.J.
Adams had to be restrained.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Sensing the hostility, the officials interceded and sent the
teams to the showers.

This measure fell short of the
intended goal of pre-empting any
altercations, however. The antagonists continued to talk trash
outside of the rink and a melee
broke out as the teams prepared
to go to their respective locker
rooms.

A number of athletes took part
in the scuffle, but Mike Jones
was the only Falcon that was given a one-game suspension for his
actions.
Bowling Green 3, Ohio State 3
First Panod
OS (1) -- Root (11) - (Cousineau. Botsvert) 4x4
1;23
BG (1) - Fry (17) - (Johnson. Punchard) PPG

1603
Atler 1: BGl.OS 1
Second Period
BG (2) -- Punchard (9) - (Kelman) 4*4 8.49
BG (3) - Johnson (261 ■ (unassislod) PPG

10:42
OS(2)-Fe.l(3)(Po«»er.Boisverl)PPG 16:42
Third Period
OS (3) - Foil (4) (ft Pasquo. Wtudden) 7 42
Overtime
Final: BG 3. OS 3
Save*
BG
Pelne 24 27 (65:00) OS
Aho 26 29

(65 00)

• *«■■■>■ ii.Jl ^^

"•uiiiiii.iii.iii.UP
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
f OUAl HOllfJMC
OPrOHTuMlTr

(across from Taco Bell)

OXFORD - The Falcon hockey
team, hoping to come back to
Bowling Green Saturday night
with four conference points and
re-establish themselves as a
force in the CCHA, instead emerged with just one.
After an encouraging victory
over Western Michigan last
weekend, BG dropped a 3-2 decision Friday night in Oxford and
skated to a 3-all tie in Columbus.
Things looked encouraging
early on Friday night when BG
invaded Miami University's
Goggin Ice Arena. Dan Price
flipped a backhander past MU
goalie Trevor Prior just over six
minutes into the game, assisted
by Craig Desjarlais and Adam
Lamarre.
Miami retaliated three and a
half minutes later with sophomore phenomenon Randy Robitalle. Robitalle parked himself on
the left post of Bob Petrie's net
and flipped in a pass sent to him
by Tim Leahy. The Redskins
would never look back.

Leahy would score one himself
after 18 minutes of scoreless
play in the second period. It
would turn out to be a gamewinning goal, his nation-leading
eighth GWG on the season.
Gregor Krajnc would make it a
two-goal edge just over a minute
later, slashing in his second goal
of the season through Petrie's
5-hole from the right penalty
circle.
By the time the Falcons realized it, they were skating into
the locker room down two goals.
The Falcons hold an 0-8 record
this season when trailing after
two periods, and Miami holds a
19-1 mark when leading after
two.
Price scored his second goal of
the game by zipping a slapper
over Prior's glove side, but it was
not enough as the Falcons fell,
3-2.
Trevor Prior has played the
Falcons tough all year, allowing
them just four goals in three
games. He earned his first career
shutout against the Falcons with
a 4-0 MU victory on Nov. IS.

TUNE-UP SPECIAL I
4 CYLINDER $36.95
6 CYLINDER $40.95
8 CYLINDER $46.95
INCIUCCS Ai»*r<»!» erf Staring. Charging And
En?"* $yv*m * tntWtag Plug*. S*M TltTing.
Adjuml CartxirMor. LuM A Adjutt Croka,
A**l<onalParTtL"ilr»
INE WMAN*S MARATHON Eat*tM S-31 -971

LUBE, OIL & FILTER

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

ByJIMTOCCO
The BC News

$16.95
• 5 Qls. Marathon Oil • Oil Filter
• Chasis Lubrication
• Car Inspection
All For One Low Price
With This Ad
NEWMANS MARATHON Elrplfi 3-31 971

TIRE ROTATION
& BALANCE

$21.95
With This Ad Only
(4 Tires)
NEWMAN'S MARATHON E«p»e» S-31 9/1

MARATHON

NEWMAN'S
MARATHON
525 N. Main St. & W. Merry Ave.

353-1311
/AAV An American Company
I^RSHS)
Serving Americans

I

»
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Gymnasts edged by Central
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BC News
A month ago, a score of 189.375
would have been the best In team
history for the gymnastics team.
Saturday afternoon, it was something of a disappointment.
In front of some 400 spectators, Bowling Green lost a close
MAC dual meet to Central Michigan 191.050-189.375. The Falcons'
MAC record slips to 0-3 with the
loss.
"We had some good spots and
some bad spots," Bowling Green
head coach Dan Connelly said.
"They just had a few more hit
routines than we did, and we just
kind of hurt ourselves, particularly on bars."
The Falcons were without one
of their top gymnasts. Junior cocaptain Heather Ferguson suffered a broken ankle for the third
time while vaulting in practice
Thursday. She had surgery on
Thursday, but will be lost for the
rest of the season.
Ferguson's absence will leave a
big hole in Bowling Green's
lineup. Earlier this year, Ferguson broke the school record in
floor exercise. She was also one
of the top regional gymnasts in
the balance beam event.
"It was a big impact," said
senior co-captain Kim Pope.
"Just to emotionally know something is going on with your
teammate, that's hard. I think we
picked up well for her. It's going
to be a hard year, but we're going
to do what we can."
The Falcons won one of the
four individual events. Sophomore Christina Treiber took first
place in the balance beam with
her score of 9.725.
"I was happy," Treiber said. "I

EPIC

wish we could have had more
wins, but it's always nice to do a
good set when you need it."
Connelly will be looking to
Treiber to fill the gap left by
Ferguson's injury.
"She's been doing very well on
balance beam," Connelly said.
"She tied for second last week,
and she's become a rock up there.
We really need her. As long as
she's hitting, we can miss
Heather Ferguson a little less."
Curiously enough, Central
Michigan head coach Jerry
Reighard was less than ecstatic
about his team's performance.
"We were a little flat today,"
Reighard said. "We had a great
meet last week, and set a new
school record. Sometimes when
you're real high one week, it's
hard to maintain that."
The previous week Central
posted a score of 194.4 in a win
over Ball State.
Top Falcon finishes in other
events were all In third place.
Jackie Haft took third in the
vault with a 9.725. Erin Kllngenberg did likewise in the floor
exercise with a 9.750. Kristin
Molnar's 9.500 tied for third in
the uneven bars.
Central claimed wins in those
same three events. Selina Nickason won the vault with a 9.800.
Nickason and teammate Kerri
McKay tied for first in floor
exercise with a 9.800. Amber
Gaskill's 9.650 won the uneven
bars event.
Despite the team's inability to
win, the Falcons are still very
happy with the progress they
have made.
"Just a month ago, we were
looking to just break the record,
which was 189.2 or .3," Connelly
said. "That was the best score be-

T-

Continued from page seven.

the court and the locker room
throughout the game receiving
intravenous fluids.
But she was strong when her
team needed her. She scored
eight of the next 10 Rocket
points, returning the Toledo lead
to five points. She would finish
with 17 points.
"She's a gutty kid playing her
last home game," Ehlen said.
"For her to score 17 points is
amazing, and we needed all 17 of
them."
Bowling Green held tight,
though, and had a chance to tie
again when Jacki Raterman

stepped to the line for a l-and-1.
She drilled the first, but couldn't
convert on the second, and
Toledo clung to their 75-74 advantage.
It was Raterman who kept the
Falcons close in the first half.
The sophomore center scored 12
points in the first 20 minutes, hitting 6-of-9 from the floor. She
added another six in the second
half to score 18, eclipsing her career high.
After the Raterman miss, the
two teams traded baskets before
Ehlen put his hired gun back into
the lineup with six minutes to go.
Bryant found herself wide open
outside the arc again and made

BCNrwi Photo by Hid* kl KobayaiKI

to go."
Once again, it was Rah'Sheen
Clay who broke his own school
records In the 200-meter dash
fore and now this is a bad score. we've improved," Pope said.
and the 400-meter dash.
Overall, the team is doing very "You see a 9.5 go up and you say
In those two races. Clay was
well."
'oh.' It's just pretty cool how we'- runner-up to Chukwu Clement of
ve changed, gotten better and
Eastern Michigan, who is the the
"It's really strange how much more confident."
nation's top-ranked runner in the
400. Clay, who is currently
ranked eighth In the nation in the
same event, ran 46.64 seconds,
the Falcons pay. Puthoff an- within four, but Bowling Green
which may have qualified him
swered with a 3-pointer of her could do nothing more than foul
for the NCAA Indoor Championown. And then Bryant did it down the stretch. The five
ship and did qualify him for the
Rocket players on the court at
again.
USA Track and Field ChampionShe was 4-of-4 from long range, the end of the game were averagship next weekend in Georgia.
and each one was a dagger in ing 80 percent from the free-thAnother positive for Bowling
row line for the season, and
Bowling Green's heart.
Green was in the high jump,
"How "bout that," Ehlen said. Toledo pulled away.
where Doug Heitkamp broke a
The 94 points were the most
"She was, in my mind, the differschool record with a jump of 7
ence in the game. She did an out- given up by the Falcons this
season, yet Clark was still
feet, 1/2 inch. Heitkamp beat out
standing job."
some extremely tough jumpers
Knuth would then sink a three pleased with her team' s play
"I dont think we leave here to finish as MAC runner-up.
and Drake dropped in a basket
Alex Spraguc, who owns the
from the blocks to run the score with any less confidence," Clark
to 88-79, their biggest advantage said. "If we are playing well, the school pentathlon record, broke
since the first minute of the sec- wins will take care of them- his own mark with 3,714 points
selves. This loss shows me noth- when he finished fourth.
ond half.
In the 1600-meter relay, BG
Four points from Puthoff ing to the contrary that we're
finished second, but did break
would bring the Falcons back to playing well."
their own school record with a

Melissa Hunt performs on the balance beam in Saturday's gymnastics
meet against Central Michigan.

"Quality Off
Campus Housing"
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12

352-9302

T

Jim Larranaga
BG coach
Reld came up with eight rebounds.
Robert Kizer added 10 points
for the Rockets, who are 12-12
overall and 5-11 in the MAC and
had its chances of making the
MAC Tournament dealt a serious
blow.
With its victory and an Eastern
Michigan loss, BG is assured of a
top-three finish in the MAC. The
Falcons stand 12-4 in the MAC
TOLEDO (12-12, 5-11)
Kuar 3-3 34 10. Howard 0-1 0-0 0. Shaw
8-12 4 9 20. Burch 2-e r>0 5. Kamilra 8-ia 6-7
28. Maikla o-i 0-0 0. Barg 1-1 04 3. Gtadwui
3-5 1-2 ». Facial. 1-1 «-8 8 Tolali 28-48 18-30
7S.
BOWLING OREEN (20-7. 11-4)
Larranaga 2-10 1-1 S, Slacay 8-11 3-4 15,
Cowan 4-5 2-2 10. Moora 5-10 4-4 15. Daman
0-17 2-4 22. RouwhorU 0-0 1-2 1. Eaaxiump
1-54-4 7. Murray 1-21-1 3. Raid 5-83-4 14. Total! 33-88 21-28 S2.
HaJrbma •- Bowling Graan 41. Tolado 33.
3-pomt goala - Tolado 0-10 (Klrar i-i. BufGi
1-4. Kamtlra 4-10. Barg 1-1, Gladiaui 2-3).
Bowling Graan 5-15 (Larranaga 0-8, Moora 1-2.
Daniel! 2-3. Eilorkarnp 1 3, Raid 1-1). Foulad
out •• Kaar. Rabounds -- Tolado 34 (Shaw. Fadak 7), Bowling Graan 33 (Stacay 0). Aauaia Tolado 14 (Kamilra 5). Bowling Graan 17 (Dan
tad 0). Total tool* -- Toledo 25. Bowling Graan
21. A -4,955.

time of 3:13.3.
Freshman Pat Miller continued
to wow everyone by placing third
in the 800-meter run. Miller
broke his own personal best in
the 800 by over two seconds.
"Pat Miller had another super
performance in the 800. It's really great to see him contribute,"
Sink said.
Adam Rose was challenged in
the shot put, but still finished as
the runner-up in the MAC. Losing
Alex Moser to a broken foot in
practice last week really hurt the
weight team, as he probably
would have placed in the shot put
and the 35-pound weight throw.
Craig Nieset, Darren Braddix
and Terry Rivers are three major
contributors on the team that fell
victim to the surge of impressive
MAC performances.
They may have not done as
well as they wanted, but given
that this was such a fast meet,
they still did very well despite
the results.
Jim Weckesser, who has only
been actively running for a
month or so, placed seventh in
the 3,000-meter run, which was a
big boost for the distance team.

WOMEN
"Our high jumpers have a lot of
raw talent," Sehmann said.
Falcons was the high jump. "They've worked hard all season
Sophomore Jodi Rafferty won and they've really improved the
over a good field with a jump of last couple of weeks."
5-8. Freshman Stephanie Heldt
Kristin Inman continued her
exceeded even her own expecta- season-long improvement in the
tions with a personal record of 200-meter hurdles. Despite fin5-6, good for seventh place.
ishing just sixth, Inman flew to a
school record against a strong
According to Price, the high
field with a time of 27.49. Inman
jump demonstrated how dra- broke the old record of 27.S5
matically the quality of women's which was set by Leslie Moortrack has improved in the MAC.
man in 1992.
Continued from page six.

"The high jump was a very
high-quality affair," Price said.
"Eleven jumpers cleared five
feet, six inches or higher. Stephanie's jump this year was good
for seventh. Last year, she would
have won it."
Field events coach Scott Sehmann was also pleased with the
high jumpers' performance.

Call Now!!!!

•Campus Manor
•Rockledgc
•640 Eighth St.
•313-317 N. Main St.
•841 Eighth St.
•Manvillc Ave.
•825 Third St.
•701 Fourth St.

"[It's] a great
milestone of this
program."

MEN
Continued from page six.

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

Time is Running Out!

Continued from page six.
points for the Rockets, who
played vastly better than when
BG dealt them an 86-76 loss in
Toledo on Jan. 25.
"We had them when we were
down by one, but they threw everything at us," Toledo coach Stan"
Joplin said. "Our players did a
better job of handling them than
we did the first time. We played a
lot better here, but the score
doesn't indicate that."
BG led by as many as 15 points
in the first half, and 41-33 at the
half, before Toledo made its
comeback. Between Kamstra
outside and Casey Shaw (20
points, seven rebounds) inside,
the Rockets were able to generate a halfcourt game that gave
the Falcons fits.
The Falcons were able to
counteract, however, by way of
solid defensive contributions
from Reld, Moore and freshman
center Phil Murray. Murray had
three blocked shots in 11 minutes
and provided solid defense on
Shaw.
"Toledo played pretty well,"
Larranaga said. "They attacked
us pretty hard. Down the stretch,
I thought our defense was very
good."
Stacey came up with five steals
and nine rebounds. Daniels had
three steals of his own, while

MID AM MANOR

-4380

TWENTY

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

Other individual placers for
the Falcons included Becky Barnett, fifth In the pentathlon;
Brook Miller, seventh in the pentathlon; Heather Nordgren, fifth
in the weight throw; Elyse
Roethlisberger, eighth in the
weight throw; and Missy Lyne,
sixth in the 5000-meter run.
Senior Suzanne Isco Just

missed placing in the 5000-meter
run. The 1995 MAC cross country
champion ran in her last meet at
BG, placing ninth with a time of
18:13.72
The five field events and the
pentathlon scored 33 points,
more than half of BG's total of
60.
"We had a lot of really good
performances," Sehmann said.
"A lot of athletes peaked at this
meet. My philosophy is to work
hard the entire season to prepare
for one day. If you don't do well
at the MAC Championships, then
it really doesn't matter."
BG must now prepare for the
outdoor season. According to
Price, the results of the outdoor
championships might be a little
different.
"We can definitely challenge
for an outdoor championship,"
Price said.

AUTO REPAIR

ftfpha (Phi
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" SERVICE

JCPenney
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NBA Standings
S. Tt» Mandated Praaa
All™. 1ST
EASTBIN CONHUCNCI
Aiaatlc Dtviaksi
W
L
PctC
B
7»
Miami
41
13
.727
1.S
New York
40 IS
MO
13.5
26
2.S
Orlando
.444
17
Washington
34
30
New Jersey
16 38
.296
2S
.264
26.S
Philadelphia
14 39
.204
30
11
43
Boaton
Central Division
48 6
Chicago
.755
7.5
Detroit
40
13
35
18
.660
12.5
Atlanta
618
145
34
21
Charlotte
Cleveland
347
185
30
23
Indiana
25
27
.481
22
.463
23
Milwaukee
25 29
Toronto
19 35
352
29
VVBIIKNCOMflBENd
Mrfweat Hviaion
W L
PctGB
38 IS
.717
Utah
.655
3
Houston
36 19
Minnesota
27 27
200
113
J33
20
Dallas
17 34
17 38
.309 22
Denver
.245 25
San Antonio
13 40
11
47
.190
Vancouver
racificDivMon
Seattle
38
15
.717
.704
LA. Lakers
38
16
327
10
Portland
29 26
.444
14.5
Sacramento
24 30
LA. (Tippers
22 29
.431
IS
.385 17.S
Golden State
20 32
Phoenix
364
19
20 35
Saturday'i Camca
Philadelphia 97, Portland 80
Charlotte 93, Atlanta 92
Chicago 120, Golden State 87
Toronto 99, Dal las 92
Sundays Games
Late Camel No) Included
Houston 95, San Antonio 85
Detroit 85, Washington 79
New Jersey 109. Boston 93
LA. dippers 99, Milwaukee86
Cleveland 91, Vancouver 84
Seattle 89, Utah 87, OT
New York 127, LA. lakers 121,2 OT
Denver at Miami

NHL Standings
■y the Associated rYeaa
Al Times fST
EASTERN CONHHNQE
Asatlnc Division
W I.
T
Its
34 17
77
Philadelphia
New Jersey
29 18 12 70
Florida
28 19 14 70
N.Y. Rangers
28 25 9 63
23 29
Tampa Bay
23 X
Washington
20 30 10 SO
N.Y. Islanders
Northeast Division
Pis
W L T
Buffalo
31 19 10 72
67
Pittsburgh
31 24
Hartford
24 28 8 56
Montreal
22 29 11 55
20 26 13 S3
Ottawa
Boston
20 32 7 47
VVBlERNCONKRENa
Central Division
W 1.
T
Its
36 22 4
76
Dallas
28 19 12 68
Detroit
28 27 8
64
St. Louis
Phoenix
27 29 4
SB
25 28 H
SH
Chicago
23 36 2
48
Toronto
Pacific Division
W L T
37 14 8
Colorado
29 27 6
Edmonton
25
7
Calgary
27 30 2
Vancouver
Anaheim
24 30 6
Los Angeles
33 8
San Jose
33 6
Sana day*! Games
Anaheim 4, Phoenix 2
Chicago S. Pittsburgh 2
Tampa Bay 3, New Jersey 1
Philadelphia 4. Florida 3. OT
Detroit 2, St. Louis 2, tie
Hartford 2. Washington 0
Toronto 5, Montreal 1
Los Angeles 4, Vancouver 0
Sunday's Games
late Camel Not Included
N.Y. Islander* 4, Pittsburgh 1
Tampa Bay 4, San Jose 3
Dallas 6, Edmonton 1
Calgary 5, St. Louis 3
Boston at Buffalo, (n)
N Y. Rangers at Philadelphia, (n)
Vancouver at Anaheim, (n)
Ottawa at Colorado, (n)
Monday'. Games
Boston at Washington, 7:30 p. m
Detroit at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Tuaaday't Csmts
St. Louis at Tampa Bay. 7:30 p.m
San Jose at Florida. 7:30 p. m
Dallas at Chicago, 8:30 pm

I

.»

CF
196
156
170
203
165
1S1
162

CA
151
139
143
174
183
168
177

GF
17S
216
172
191
165
169

CA
ISO
195
190
220
171
209

CF
189
186
188
171
164
180

CA
1S3
140
193
184
160
216

CF CA
202
193
167
191
171
163
155

138
184
181
202
182
206
202

CCHA Standings
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W
I
T
Pis
Michigan-icy (29-2-4)
20
2
3
43
Miami-x (23-10-1)
17
7
1
35
lakeSuperior-x(19-12-S)
IS
8
4
34
Michigan State-x(19-11-3)
15
7
3
33
Western Michigan-x (14-15-4) 10
11
4
24
Bowling Green-x (15-15-4)
10
12
4
24
Ohio State-x (12-22-1)
9
15
1
19
Ferris State (11-22-2)
7
17
1
15
Alaska-Fairbanks (13-20-0) 7
18
0
14
Notre Dame (9-24-1)
6
19
1
13
n-clinchnl berth in CCHA PUyoffi
y-clinched CCHA Regular season title
Friday's Resorts
Alaska-Fairbanks 6, Ferris State 4
Michigan 8, Lake Superior 0
Miami 3, Bowling Green 2
Notre Dame 5, Western Michigan 4 (OT)
Saturday'i Results
Lake Superior 4, Michigan 4 (OT)
Bowling Green 3, Ohio State 3 (OT)
Western Michigan 6, Notre Dame 1
Michigan State 7, Miami 3
Ferris State 4, Alaska-Fairbanks 4 (OT)
Sunday's Results
Ohio State 8, Michigan State 3
Ferris State at Alaska-Fairbanks, inc.

GF
i«

ia
106
96
87
10<
88
78
86
71

CA
56
73
98
74
91
104
122
US
121
103

372-6977
TV BG NcM -ill not knowingly accept advent:
thai uWnmiriaw.tjr cfKournpr di«nminaUoa *f»in»i any
mdi» Hhul or group on the f»a«» t>f ra><. •««. color.crwd.
a-lii;ii-n. national origin, vciiul oneai*i»on. tlWbtlii*.
sUiut <v> a >ci<:r..n of on ihc twin HI any other legally
proKttcd viaim

IMAGINE

BG RADIATOR

The Unique Boutique
GRAND OPENING SALE!
10-50% OFF
Mcsf items
flintjkoit Februiry!!
VISIT OUR NEW STORE

TV BG Nc*- rtyt>e> Ihc right lit decline, di-o-nimu-;
or rtvuat jn) advertisement mh av> those found lo be
defamatory, latttng in laXMd haw*, mnteading or fain
in nature All ad<eni<emcni> are «u6jeii 10 editing and
approval

445 E. booster
|Al the nilroad tracks)
Mon Sat II

9

Sunday 12 6

352 3306

NOT JUSI RADIATORS!
We Ara Now
CERTIFC0 for tVC
RE PA IR a RECHARGE

•Heater Installation
•Heater Cores
•Water Pumps
•Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales, Installations
and Repair
352-5133
520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN

You van help ■ by tailing Ihc advertising department at
*l9-'72-2M5«ithy«surcompUin*»a»sdsu|(e»w«>» We
a>» Ihal you ptene provide your name.a«ivare*..arad phone
number, along with your ipciifW lummrnti Wuh your
help we can make TV BG Mew* ■ bcnc' ouhl- anon

CAMPUS EVENTS

L
3
8
8
11
11
13
15
IS
21
19

APPROXIMATELY
ACOUSTIC
SHOWCASE

" *Obi»dian "*Oi>s.dlan" *
Writers. wJospeopie & desktop pubbfthors
needed! Call 372-2440 br more info. Meetings
•re held each Mon..9pm # 202 West Hall.
'"Obsidian '"Obsidian"'

Pet.
.880
.667
.680
.542
.522
.458
.375
.348
.125
.174

Are you interested m soe.ng more sales on
campus? Do you have any ideas for what could
be sold? Then join the Campus SaJes Committee for UAO We meet Monday nights at 7pm in
the UAO workroom • 3rd floor Union. OuesUons? Call 2-2343.

For Info., Call 352-5305
Tomorrow Night:
Open Mic Night

ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERSI
Next meeting: Tuet. Feb. 25th
QpminRMl02BA
See you there'

V

Come one, come al I:
Good Morning Commuters
Wed Feb. 26 9 30- 10:30am
Off Campus Student Center, mam lounge

the GUESS r"m i££ .ass!!!

*A

WFAlandMO
present:

Come see what UAO is all about
University Acovines Organization Open House.
Thursday, February 27. ft-8pm.
Town Room -- 3rd Fl. Union
Questions? Call B J. Myers 0 2-2343
sponsored by UAO

mm ■ ' I

I

hunp
jfeW^&^s^i
111 Hill pay; _ .V

Go see the UAO Weekend Moves every Friday & Saturday at 6 and 11 pm in Olsc 111 for
a chance to wm a FREE UAO Spring Break
Trip. The drawing win be held March 1 st.

surviving the iwlhwiit rod explosion
IPCCLUB
Guest Speaker: Dr. Shaver
From the IPC Dept Formal atwe and free pizza
104 DA ©8 00pm
Wed. Feb. 26

MAC Men's Standings
MAC
Overall
W
I
Pet
W
Bowling Green-xy
12
4
.750
20
Ohio-xy
11
5
.688
16
Miami-x
10
5
.667
15
Eastern Michigan-x
9
6
.600
18
Ball State-x
8
8
.500
IS
Western Michigan-x
8
8
.500
12
Kent
7
8
.467
9
Akron
5
10
333
7
Toledo
5
11
.313
12
Central Michigan
3
13
.188
6
*-clinched berth in MAC Tournament
y-clinched first round MAC home game
Saturday's Results
Ball State 107, Eastern Michigan 89
Bowling Green 92, Toledo 79
Miami 56, Western Michigan 55
Ohio 100, Central Michigan 82
Monday's Games
Eastern Michigan at Miami
Kent at Akron
Wednesday's Games
Akron at Eastern Michigan
Ball State at Miami
Bowling Green at Ohio
Central Michigan at Kent
Western Michigan at Toledo
Saturday's Games
Central Michigan at Bowling Green
Eastern Michigan at Kent
Ohio at Western Michigan
Toledo at Ball State
Miami at Akron

Classified
Ads

TV BC New. -■* a forum open to the puNst. rccogMK*
the tmpnsxbil'iy ol preventing all of ilm lypt of advettiting and therefore entourage* our reader*, to beware
A.U.. v V familiar * nh ahuuntv*before -ending money
rrfprmldl»|pVl^ol^J(rrf.^nforlTl4|K-^ Please remember, if it vnunds too good H be true, il peohably i.

MAC Women's Standings
MAC
Overall
W
I
Pet.
W
Toledo-xy
14
2
.875
22
Kent-xy
12
3
.800
16
Miami-x
11
5
688
17
Bowling Green-x
10
6
.625
13
Ball State-x
10
6
625
12
Ohio-x
8
8
.500
11
Central Michigan
5
11
.313
9
Eastern Michigan
5
11
.313
8
Western Michigan
3
13
.188
3
Akron
1
14
.067
4
x-clinched berth in MAC Tournament
y-clinched first round MAC home game
Saturday's Results
Eastern Michigan 86, Ball State 71
Toledo 94, Bowling Green 89
Miami 71, Western Michigan 56
Central Michigan 74, Ohio 60
Monday's Game
Kent at Akron
Wednesday's Came*
Eastern Michigan at Akron
Miami at Ball State
Ohio at Bowling Green
Kent at Central Michigan
Toledo at Western Michigan
Saturday's Games
Bowling Green at Central Michigan
Kent at Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan at Ohio
Toledo at Ball State
Akron at Miami
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t
7
8
8
8
11
12
14
16
12
18

Pet.
.741
.667
.652
.692
.577
.500
.391
.304
.500
.250

$BttW» IV—

■»<-—

■■««

- ^WK*

ifot?*.n

itt,"^^

Wednesday, Feb. 26 at 7pm and 9pm
ia ttw Gisli Rim Theater

IS YOUR GROUP TRYING TO PLAN A CAMPUS PROGRAM? Please come to the Programming Workshop on Tuesday. February
25,1997 at 7 oop m m the Capital Room of the
University Union. Staff from the Office of Student Activities will be on hand to assist you m
cutting through the red tape while planning a
campus program It you haw any questions.
please feel free K> contact the Office ol Stud-^t
Lileai 372-2643
*

Visit GUESS at

www.guess.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.

IS YOUR GROUP PLANNING ANY CAMPUS
PROGRAMS OR EVENTS? Then you need to
attend our Creative Programming Workshop
on Tuesday. February 25 at 7:00pm in tie
Capital Room of the Uruon. Student Acnvibes
staff will be offering helpful tips as we* as offering guide-ines on how to have a successful
program on campus. For more information contact the Office ol Student Lile at 372-2843.

Time is running out on
these apartments...
• Columbia Court

Is your professor ffl ' Let us know I The 1997
Master Teacher Award Nomination Forms are
available at all residence halls.Conege offices,
and the Mien Alumni Center. Pick up one today I

• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
• Campbell Hill

POLLUTION
If this caught your eye.
check out EAG.BGSUs

• Buff

E nvwonrnenlal Acton Group
Tuesdays. 6:00pm. 211 Univ. Hal

• Mercer Manor

contact: Bryan 372-1130

... Get them while they last!

American Heart i

Association-!

224 E. Wooster
If you are what you eat,
whv not cut hack on fat?

352-0717

TONIGHT AT TH€

UNION
Now
Hiring for
Sandusky
Location!
Spend your summer making

£$$$$$

and having fun at Fricker's in
Sandusky. Apply at any Toledo
area Fricker's or Fricker's
Sandusky, located on the Cedar
Point Causeway.

BONUS PACKAGE
for those who stay through
Labor Day!
Fun * Food * Sports * Spirits

The Bowl-N-Greenery

♦Graduate & Professional Housing

Guides Available!
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
♦Full-Time Maintenance Service!
•Pets permitted in some rentals!
•Recyclable Bins Available!
•We will personally show you the rentals!

.

Wings & Things
featuring all you can tat cfticf&n wings, including
soup & salad bar, potato bar and beverages.

And...
Very Veggie

$5.20
!H6urs: 4:30-7:00

Stop by our office (or a copy of our brochures
and we will go through the brochure with you
to find you the ideal home!

NEWL9VE
Rentals
328 South Main
Our Only Office
352-5620

MMIM

(VVVVWVVVVWV»NW<yVVtfVVVVVVVVV%rVVVV^^

The Pheasant Room
1 /2 Rotisserie Chicken
Dinner or
Popcorn Shrimp in a Basket
Salad at Potato tarved wlfb both dlaaora.

$ 7.95
Other sandwiches & dinners always available
Hours: 4:30-7:00

sna^a^»^rti>nan*>rvv>r«fv%r«nrf^B^«TOa^rana^a"i

7ReaT7an73Gcepted 4:30-7:00 pm
•BigCharge Xccevted 11:30am- 1:30pm & 4:30-7:00

The BG News
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Saying horn* to' Spring Break???

Join tie woman ol Phi Mu tor open rush
Tuos nlghiQ 8:15. Questions?? Call 22750

NN0T a*e pan in tie UnOer gradu a» Alumni Assoctatton'i Extern Experience ID make Alumni
contacts A gam practical experience in your
major law. Studenta «m be maichad Mm
Alumni A oornpleto a 20-30 hour oxtemship In
areas m Oho A acroM ma countfy.
An inkxmalonal meeting about lha Extern Experience oil Be raid Fabruary 2S at 9 15pm m
room 101 BA. For more sib col 372-2701.
Submit poatry towa - an to Pram Margin
Drop ofl In Englnh Mailbox offica. DeadKie
March 1. into Ka»y 353-13*1
That Monday, Fab. 24, alart your caraar ofl
right. Tha Pubic RaUtlona Student Social,
ol Amarlca, arm hava an Informational and
commlttaa meeting lor all mambara and
anyona IMereated In )olnlng. Tha maatlng la
In 117 BA© 7:00pm.
WFAL praaanu
HYPEI
tha story of tha Saatlla muaic scene
Wed. Fabruary 2S
m Die &ih film theater
Shoannga at 7pm and Dpm
Admission $2 00

CITY EVENTS
Football Tournamant
Downtown
6pm Sunday!
(S antry par parson
Smg>s A Doublas Toumamants

352-0392
IS YOUR GROUP PLANNING ANY CAMPUS
PROGRAMS OR EVENTS? Than you need to
anand our Creative Programming Workshop
on Tuasday. Fabruary 25 at 7 00pm in tie
Capital Room ol lha University Union Sludant
Activities stall wil ba offering haiplul hmu as
wall as ollarmg guidelines on how to hava a
succasstul program on campus For mora intormabon contact tha Office ol Studant Lite at
3722843.

SERVICES OFFERED
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 tree mlnulaa
$19 99 per month
Call Tadak tor data's
418-356-2005
Monay lor coBaga. Wa can haip you obtain
tundmg. Thousands ol awards available to all
studants. Immadiaia qualification
1 600-651 3393
Pragnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential A Canng
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Canler.
SBX • SBX • SBX ' SBX
Personalized Graduaoon
Announcements
48 hour service
Mm order ol 15
Stop xi and saa us I

353-7732

SBX- SBX • SBX • SBX

PERSONALS
$29 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spnng Break Headquarters Only (29 Par Per
sonl Resmoions Apply 1-A0O-224-4853.

Weie all glad you're back and we missed youa
kxl Great job with MGCAI

HUM
•AOII-AOIfAOir

PHI KAPPA TAU'PHI KAPPA TAU*
Tha Brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau would like to
thank all fiair dales lor making our formal an
enjoyable lime and a great success
PHI KAPPA TAU'PHI KAPPA TAU*

•Eat at Burger Kxvj'
RUSH PHI MU
RUSH PHI MU
RUSH PHI MU

Wad.4pm-8pm
Mention Dance Marathon and they wil donate
a portion ol (ha procadea n tfie kidslll
Are you mleresled in seeing mora aalee on
campus? Do you hava any ideas tor what could
be sold? Than pin tie Campus Salsa Commitlee lor UAO We meet Monday nights at 7pm m
lha UAO workroom - 3rd floor Union. Questions? Can 2-2343.
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS
Coma and learn about Woman in Cable and
Telecommunications With guest speakers
PainciaHoar-President of WICT and Mchael
Walton-Critical Viewing. Man. Fab. 24* In 121
West Hal at 8pm. Refreshments will be Provided Presented by Woman in Communk*
tiona.

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL,
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR. HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO
1-(00-4II-II28.
WWW.SAN0PIPERBEACON.COM

Want to gel involved with Dance Marathon?
Come to the Security Meeong Toes 6pm 1007

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
A etude* only motel.
Break away lo the hotteat action In Florida
where guya meets glrtal NEW mom on the
ocean, rated AAA end Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, free MTV. Pool A watber
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Free gold card with
check-In Don't be left out of Ihla Special
Promotion! http^rwww daylonalnn com
CALLI-oOO-aW-OaH.
DM INTERNAL DM
Joe, Steph. Laurie. Dawn
You guys are tie basil
Keep up the good work.
Only18daysl
Sarah
DM INTERNAL DM
EUROPE S1I9.
Within USA $78-1129
CanbbyMaxieo$168.rrt Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airhiich@netcom.com
www.iaiccni.fr/airfslW6uu- 326- 2009
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
Personalized announcements ready in 48
hours! High Quality A Minimum order of only 15
I
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
353 2252
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED PICK UP AN APPLICATION. TAKE
HOME TEST. RULES. AND RETURN TO THE
INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY MARCH 4 AT
NOON NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED.

A Student Heain Service

BA.

WANTED
BGSU profeaaor looking tor long term efficiency - 1 bdrm. apL unlum but wel maintained. Proterabfy in private house or over ga
rage xi quiet neighborhood. Cal 372-2116.
Guitar Player, into Jeff Back, looking lor bass
player A drummer to jam. Call Chris 639-3623
Help me I need u go home! Sublease ASAP 3
bdrm house w/2 other Females. Washer/dryer.$175 par/mo. Ask for Deb or Jena
lie 354-3106.
Looking lor summer sublease/ for '97 or
someone looking to pamopata In ranting a 3
bdrm house 4 blocks from campus for a 12 mo.
lease Cal Michele 372-5151
One female roomate lor 87-98 school-year.
Own room in house. C ax 353-4122.
Scholarehip Opportunity
WBOUW.1FM
is seeking a new General Manager for tie
1997-88 school year. Looking for energetic,
creative person with leadership qualities. This
scholarship covers tuition and general fees
Turn xi cover letter and resume to 321 West
Hall c/o Gail by March l Oth
Summer roomaie needed. Female, own brjrm.
$197 50rmo Cal 354-3133 or 2-7358 aak tor
Becca.
Summer Sublease* needed
Rent Negotiable
Can Anne 354-2183

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English m Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials uncover
many rewarding leaching opportunities with
great benefits For informaton (206) 971-3660
exi K55442. (We are a research A publishing
company).

PART TIME
Leu than 1 block from campus
$6 00 per hour to start
Flexible Hours
INTERVIEWING
Monday through Friday
7 30am -4:30pm
438 N. Entarprise
(Use Ridge Si entrance)
For additional information
please call
Mdten (N A) Corporation
419-354-8802
EQE

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
No experience required Begin now. For into
cal 301-429-1326.

Hadhetler Midnight
Madneee Continues
Tonight
Howard Slam
Private Parts Soundtrack
L7
Booty Can Soundtrack
Lunachicke
Jemee
Third Dar
and mora
Tonight al Midnight
Madhanar MUSK
143E.Wooaler
353-3555

Please Buy My Car
19S0QdsCulass
New brakes (900 obo 354-1442.
Sanyo. AWfM cassette 35x4. dtch face.
1150 call Mke al 372-6236.
SBX • SBX • SBX ' SBX
Limited Time Only
Lettered BGSU Jackets
only IS2.9S (rag. sizes)
Check out |acket specials Savings Galore

SBX" SBX • SBX • SBX
Saver Bach Strad model 37 irumpei. Sell new
for 1600. my price, In great condition J650.Call
41X24.0296.
Sony detachable face CD car stereo, modal
15460 Very good condition S120 ob.o.
Pteasecall Matt 6» 352-9357.

316 E. Merry A
630 N. Summit
12 bedroom i
for 1-4 students
Also Rooms avail and mt

Summer Business irrigation sales A installation Vehicle required. SBOOOrsummer. Call
1-800-361-4074
;

Listing Avail. 24 Hrs.
316E. Merry «
Or Can 353-0325
from g a.m. to 9 p.m.

Wanted 87 students. Lose 8 -100 lbs New metabolism breakthrough Dr. recommended
Guaranteed. S30 cost. Free gill.
1-80O-43S-759I
'Fairy Tale House in Perrysburg needs
happy.enrhusiastic. dependable person to
keep it shiny bright 14-16 hours a week, including summertime. Work schedule adaptable
to BGSU schedule. Pleaaa email emccree@bgnet.bgsu eduor call 372-WORK '

• 1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials! 7 rights Ax A Hotel From $4291 Save
(150 On Food. Drinks A Free Parties' 111%
Lowest Price Guarantael spnngbroaktravel com 1 800-678-6388.
at Awesome Florida Spnng Break! Panama
City! Room With Kitchen Near Bars $119I Cay
tana-Best Location S138I Florida's New Hotspot-Cocoa Beach Hilton S169' spnngbreaktravel com 1 800-678-6386

12 month leases starling May 1997:
E Court #B-18R Duplex-iporson.J345.Ul.l
609 Filth St ■ 2BR Home-2pereon-J460.UU
Slave Smith 352-8917 (no calls a tier 8pm)

408

2bdrm. apt. Al utilities paid
Close lo campus jaso/mo

Call352 5475
704 5th St. " 2 bdrm furnished " leasing lor
lall '97 (9 or 12 mo.) tor summer only $600 "
352 3445 between 9am A 9pm.
Avail lor Rent Aug 1.'97
Close lo Univ. Year lease req'd
•3 bdrm home axe. cond. J650
716 3rd Street
-3 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise $550
-1 Ddrm apt 443 N Enterprise $300
call 686-4651 Appointments only

353-5800
New New New New New
New

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY

• RPS now offers a base
•Shifts to fit any schedule
wage above the industry
Start Times
• Enhanced base wages
Night-12:30am
• Tuition assistance
Sunrise-2:30am
• Work 3-5 hours a day 5
Day-3:00pm
days a week
Twilight-6:30pm
• Bridge in service program
Preload-3:30am

IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS
ON SUNRISE*
MMMMHMMMMMMMM

WE WILL BE
ON CAMPUS
Feb. 25-Tuesday, 10 til 2
STUDENT UNION
FORT ROOM
SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS
ARE NOT NEEDED
RPS is an equal opportui^/Affltrnanvi action employer

.

I

For Ran:
1 or 2 bdrm. apts on University Lane A Clough
1 bdrm furnished at 117 S Prospect
2 bdrm house an 32 Ada
2 bdrm house al 829 Filth
Avail. 8/1/97. I yr. lease call 352 9371
Free Fab ram. Female subieaaer needed Immediately. 2 blocks from campus. $1S5/mo.
plus ubl 354-8271
Georgetown Manor Apts.
800 Third St.
Excellent one bdrm A two bdrm units avail, tor
97-98. Reasonable rent and dose to campus.
Check us outl Cal 352-4966.
GREAT 1 or 2 bdrm apt avail. NOW. 354-5144
Leave message tor Melissa. $$?-Wel lalkii
Cheepll
Houaea lor Rent: The Mowing houses are tor
rent AW 97-98 school year. All 12 mo. leases.
tenants pay al uuL. sec dap., parental guarantee req.nopeia.
1. $16 Ridge Rear - t BR apartment. 2 blocks
from campus Avail. 5/16/97. Rani $27Srma
collected quarterly Phone 353-4071 aak tonants 10 view.
2. 233 VV. Merry-4 BR large house, must have
4 unrelated tenants. Avail. 8/lrV97 Rani
S780/mo collected quarterly Sup by and ask
tenants to view.
3. 734 Elm -Large 3 BR. 2 bath house. Avail
8716/97. Rent $780/mo. collected quarterly
Phone 354 6114 ask tenants to view.
For mora Information or to sign a lease.
contact Arbor Enlerprieee al 364-2854.
Locally owned and managed.
Houses/1 A 2 bdrm turn. apis. year. 9 mo.. A
summer leases352-7454
Musi subls. 840 8th St.. 2 bdrm apt. Spacious
living, tod. membership lo spa A pool. Avail
now until Aug. $425 mo. plus uW. Deposit req
1-419-278-8922.
Now accepting Rental Apl'icat-or.s lor Fa: Aid
Summer leases Call 354-8800
Now Renting Rooms
Spnng Semester

Call 3530325
" Renting Fast"
Apis A Houses
97-fat School Year

Management Inc.

The Perfect Job For Male and
Female Students Who Want To Work,
Stay In Shape, And Have Fun!!

For Rent: 1 block from campus, house: 239
ManviHa. 3 bdrm. I bath. 1 bdrm apt: 239
l/2Manville Call 352 9392

FOR RENT

Student Painters is cunentfy hiring hard working, motivated individuals to fill management
positions in select Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton, A Toledo suburbs, as well as owllng
Green. Co-op and internship credit avail, while
earning S7.0O0-9.000. Manager positions are
filled on a first come, first qualified basis For
more info please cal 1 -aoo-543-3793

FOR SALE
HELP WANTED

Cable Deacrambler Kit
$14.95- Saa ALL the channels
1-(800) 752-1388

250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed I Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.. NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box
234BG, Korwlworth, NJ 07033 (906) 276-0986

CRUISE SHIP EMLOYMENT
How would you ska to work in exotic locations.
meal fun people, and get paid? Call:
206-971-3S54EX1CS5441 (We are a research
andpublishing company).

Beginning Wed Fab 19
Meets 3:30-5:00pm

81 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruisel 6 Days S279I Includes All Meals. Parses A Taxesl Great Beaches A ragntxlei
Leaves from Ft. Laudordalei spnngbreeklravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

"'0bslde>n'"Obeidian'"
Writers, salespeople. A desktop publishers
needed I Call 372-2440 tor more mlo Meetings
are held each Mon . 9pm & 202 Wesl Hal.
'"Obsidian'"Obsidian"'

An informational discussion group
About eating disorders, weight issues
A normal eating

ATTENTION ALL STUDEHT8HI OVarM A
acholsrshlpa avallabla from sponaoralll No
prapaymenta, everlll IMCaeh tor ootlegoW. For Into: 1-A00-3O-2415.

Ccnj d you lose up to 30 lbs by Spring Break
Yaa You Can i New Metabc-ism break through
Call 303 661-0182.

-I'lHELP WANTED'!'!
Be a part ol the fun: Dining Services is now luring at the Amaru Down Under, located in
Commons Dining Center Hours 6.00pm • Mid
night. Sunday-Thursday. Pic* up your application al the Down Under Today I

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mil. P» Good sale rympal [9061689-3339

To register call 372-2061
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center

7

• 'BILLING ENTRY"
Steady work, excellent income. Flexible hours
Knowledge ol Windows helpful
Call
600-635-0553.

TURNING POUTS

Attention M9U
Spectacular booklrtiet '2002 thing* to do on
a dale' '2002 ways to find.attract. and keep a
mae ' These are just a law titles wa carry. We
also hava instructional study guide books For
a free catalog sand SA.S£. to : College Book
Mall 3005 Slavery Ava *2. Los Angeles CA
90008 These boons and others are only 5.95

ATTENTIONII Student Organizations Directories and Spnng Semester Supplements are
available - free of charge - while supplies last In
Tha Office of Student List, 405 Saddemre
Student Services These directories include
the organizations thai are registered on campus as was as contact people and phone numbers lor each group. Gal your copy NOW •
b supplies are ItrrstarJ.

Monday, February 24,1997

SUMMER
JOB
IN BG
Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
Summer Sales
Representatives.
Students will gain
professional sales
experience and can
earn up to $2,000 in
10 weeks.
This is business to
business sales and
done by appointment
only, no door to
door. Representatives
will work 15-20 hours
per week from midApril through June.
Hours are flexible.
Stop by 204 West
Hall for an application or call Toby at
372-0430 for more
information.

New Apartments for Fall 1997
1 & 2. 710 N. Enterprise.
Rent starts at $375/mo. ♦
utilities

One A Two bdrm apts. available. University
Courts A University Village located at Clough
and Mercer. Cal 352-0164.
One bdrm apt two blocks from downtown BG.
quiet neighborhood, vary nice, no pels.
$33uvmo.. utl. Avail. March 1. Call 287-4943
Subleases

Needed NOWI In Cambridge
Commons
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom. $4S0Vmonth. Avail Dl August. Cat 353-2189.

Highland'
Management
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you
Bast price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

6 sites to
choose
from:

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzle Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill

Caul Today!

3M-6036
130 East Washington St.

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hiiisdale Apt.. Large
studios high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plans
and carports. 12 month
lease starts at $350.

Management Inc.
Hug* 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe
Rd. Laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at $340/month
♦elec

11 II U U 11 II il II U (1 II

PIZZA HUT
Opening soon in Bowling
Green near campus
II II II 11 11 11 II U il 11 u

DELIVERY
DRIVERS
If you con provide friendly
and reliable service, Pizza
Huf* wants you. We
currently have full & part
time openings for Delivery
Drivers.
You'll enjoy:

Management Inc,
Efficiency Apts., 215 E. Poe
Rd., Starts at $230. All
utilities included. Half the
security deposit holds it now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St. The Willow
House is now leasing for next
year. 1 bdrm, gas heat, A/C,
starting at $340/month

For a complete list
stop by our office,
1045 N. Main, or
call 353-5800

• Earnings potential (Up
to $107hr. & Greater)
• Bonus tor accident-free
drivers
• Flexible hours
• Daily Driver
reimbursement
If you ore 18 years of age,
have a good driving record,
a reliable car, and can
document your insurance
coverage, we would like to
talk with you.
Call: 353-S691
or Stop by
1099 S. Main
O 1989 Pizza Hut. Inc.
YOU BELONG WITH THE BEST
Equal Opportunity Eturnover nyl/tt

